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Abstract 

The Chashma nuclear power plant in Pakistan is expected to begin 
producing power in March, 2000. Public information about the 
reactor is limited, but an analysis of available data suggests there 
may be grounds for concern about the safety of the reactor. Some 
of these concerns are outlined here and the effects of a severe 
reactor accident estimated.  
 
The first concern about Chashma is the location of the reactor. 
The reactor is sited in an area that studies have shown to be 
seismically active and possibly able to generate a magnitude 7.0 - 
7.5 earthquake. The reactor's site on the banks of the Indus River 
may increase the risk of an accident in response to an earthquake 
because the water-rich sandy soil there may be susceptible to 
liquefaction; a process in which the ground behaves as if it were 
liquid.   
 
The second concern is the safety of the reactor design. Originally 
designed by the China National Nuclear Corporation as a replica 
of China's first indigenous reactor, Qinshan-1, the history of 
Chashma suggests that the design has been subject to repeated 
changes. Not all the suggestions made for improving the safety of 
the reactor appear to have been incorporated. The limited Chinese 
experience in reactor design and the changes that have been made 
may combine to make the behavior of the system as a whole less 
predictable and less reliable, and so less safe. The July 1998 
accident at Qinshan-1 and China's subsequent resort to Western 
help to assess and repair the problem have exposed some aspects 
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of the poor initial design. These limitations are also true for apply 
to Chashma, but Pakistan would not have access to western help 
to deal with them.  
 
The reactor components are a third cause of concern. Unlike the 
prototype Qinshan-1 reactor, restrictions on the supply of nuclear 
technology to Pakistan have meant that Chashma's reactor 
pressure vessel, coolant pumps and control system, among other 
key systems, have been built in China. This is the first time these 
particular components and systems have been made in China and 
the lack of experience with setting the requirements for such 
components and quality control during manufacturing may 
increase the risk of structural failures and equipment malfunction. 
This risk is compounded by the institutional experience of the 
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission which has been limited to 
one power reactor that is among the worst performing power 
reactors in the world.     
 
The methodology outlined in the 1975 American Physical Society 
"Study On Light Water Reactor Safety" is used to consider the 
consequences of a severe accident at Chashma. Assumptions 
about the release of radionuclides from the reactor's core to the 
atmosphere are combined with a simple model for the 
atmospheric transport and deposition of a radioactive aerosol to 
derive estimates of the radiation dose to people at distances of up 
to 300 km from the reactor.  
 
The radiation doses resulting from inhalation of the aerosol, the 
cloudshine from the passing cloud, and from contamination of the 
soil are estimated as causing, given the present population density, 
12,000 - 23,000 cancer deaths, and perhaps three times as many 
cancer cases. The model suggests over 8,000 child deaths from 
thyroid cancer. Poverty, poor health care and other factors 
associated with underdevelopment would tend to increase this 
estimate.  
 
It is estimated that radioactive contamination of the ground would 
make it necessary to evacuate the population out to a distance of 
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about 70 km from the reactor for a limited period, and perhaps 
permanently displace people living within about 30 km. 
Agricultural activity in these and perhaps larger areas would be 
affected.     
 
Radioactive contamination of the Indus river could be caused by 
deposition of the released aerosol and by groundwater leaching 
radionuclides from the core mass remaining after meltdown. 
These slow processes acting over decades could be speeded up by 
the presence of earthquake faults close to the site, which may 
create channels for the contaminated water to reach deep into the 
groundwater as well as migrate horizontally up to 100 km.   
 
The issues raised about Chashma are sufficiently important and 
the implications of a severe accident so grave that the reactor 
should not be allowed to begin operation until these issues have 
been effectively addressed. At a minimum, operation of the 
reactor should not be allowed to begin until there has been a full, 
open, and independent expert review of the entire project, its 
possible public health and environmental impacts and a study of 
all the alternatives that could meet the energy production goal of 
Chashma. 
 
I The history of the Chashma nuclear power plant  

It took Pakistan little more than a decade to go from launching a 
limited program for research and development in atomic energy in 
1954 to signing the deal for its first nuclear plant. In May 1965, 
the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) asked Canadian 
General Electric to design and build a 137 MWe3 reactor, to be 
located in Karachi (the Karachi Nuclear Power Plant, or 
KANUPP). It was commissioned in 1971.  
 
The following year work began on an ambitious nuclear power 
plan as part of a larger International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) assessment of the potential role of nuclear power in 
meeting the energy demands of developing countries. This led the 
IAEA and PAEC to produce the 1975 Nuclear Power Planning 
Study for Pakistan. The plan proposed building eight 600 MWe  
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nuclear power plants between 1982-1990, and nine 600 MWe 
units plus seven 800 MWe units between 1991-2000, with 
Pakistan having nuclear power amount to 60% of its projected 
installed capacity by 2000.4 Chashma was identified as a site for 
some of these nuclear power plants.  
 
Nuclear plans of another kind were being made at the same time. 
On 20 January 1972, barely six months after KANUPP achieved 
criticality, and a month after coming to power, President Zulfikar 
Ali Bhutto, a long standing and very public proponent of nuclear 
weapons for Pakistan, called together many of the country's 
leading scientists and asked about the feasibility of building 
nuclear weapons.5 To carry this plan forward, Munir Ahmad 
Khan, a US trained reactor engineer who had worked at the IAEA, 
was appointed the new chairman of PAEC.  
 
In the wake of the decision to build nuclear weapons Pakistan 
sought to purchase a reprocessing plant from France.6 With no 
civilian use for the plutonium that would be produced by 
reprocessing Kanupp spent fuel, it was evident that Pakistan was 
setting out on the road to nuclear weapons.7  
 
However, these developments in Pakistan elicited little response 
from the international community until India's nuclear weapons 
test of May 1974. The test led to international efforts to restrict 
the further development of nuclear weapons in the region, 
including denying nuclear technology to Pakistan and India. The 
more significant impacts were felt in Pakistan. In December 1976 
Canada withdrew support for the Kanupp reactor and terminated 
the sale of a nuclear fuel fabrication plant, citing Pakistan's refusal 
to either sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty or otherwise 
accept fullscope safeguards on its nuclear complex.8 Under US 
pressure, France refused to supply a reprocessing plant to Pakistan 
and the United States imposed sanctions against Pakistan in 1978, 
suspending all economic and military aid. These restrictions were 
further tightened in 1979 to ban all but humanitarian assistance, in 
the hope of curtailing Pakistan's nuclear weapons program.   
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Left largely to fend for itself, except for support from China, and 
facing financial difficulties because of a growing trade deficit and 
debt burden, during the late 1970s Pakistan managed to develop a 
capacity to mine and  mill uranium, produce fuel for Kanupp, and 
to keep the reactor running.9 The nuclear weapons program also 
developed over this time, with Pakistan moving away from trying 
to acquire a reprocessing capability and turning instead to 
developing uranium enrichment; production of weapons grade 
uranium through the use of gas centrifuges began around 1981 or 
1982.10  
 
Pakistan's period of relative isolation began to end with the 
December 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Following the 
1981 election of Ronald Reagan as US president, there was a 
dramatic increase in US aid and support to Pakistan. This support, 
amounting to several billion dollars of military and economic aid, 
came despite Pakistan's nuclear weapons program.  
 
In this new environment, an emboldened PAEC resumed its 
search for nuclear power plants. In 1982, after a study by the 
Spanish engineering and consulting company Sener, Pakistan 
approved a $1.5 billion plan for a 937 MWe nuclear power plant 
to be located at Chashma, to be completed by 1988.11 It was to be 
the first of a proposed six 1000 MWe reactors at the site.12  
 
Several major nuclear engineering companies initially expressed 
interest in bidding for the planned reactor, including 
Westinghouse, General Electric, Framatome, Kraftwerk Union, 
and Hitachi.13 This interest did not mature, despite the prospect of 
future orders for more reactors. The deadlines for the bids had to 
be postponed five times.14 When after 16 months there had been 
no bids, the deadline for bids was postponed indefinitely.15  
 
Pakistan's effort to acquire the reactor was raised at the highest 
levels; President Zia-ul-Haq met with Chancellor Kohl of 
Germany16 and had discussions with France.17 Despite Pakistan's 
major role in supporting the United States against the Soviet 
Union in Afghanistan, the Soviet Union was asked to supply 
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reactors.18 But to no avail. The Western reluctance to supply a 
nuclear power reactor to Pakistan, despite the financial incentives, 
was attributed to US pressure on suppliers and concerns about  
Pakistan's nuclear weapons program, as well as to Pakistan's 
unwillingness to accept full-scope safeguards.19  
 
In 1985, Pakistan began work on a small nuclear reactor at 
Khushab, in central Punjab.20 It is a natural uranium fuelled, 
heavy water moderated design similar to the Karachi nuclear 
power plant, and the earlier Canadian NRX reactor—which 
formed the basis for the CIRUS reactor sold to India and was used 
to produce plutonium for India's 1974 nuclear weapon test.21 
Outside the International Atomic Agency's safeguards system 
(which monitors nuclear facilities to ensure they are not used to 
make nuclear weapons material), this 50 MWth reactor was 
clearly meant for producing plutonium for Pakistan's nuclear 
weapons, perhaps with China's assistance.22 The reactor was 
reportedly completed in 1996.23 But, it may only have started 
operating in 1998.24  
 
It was against this background that in the late 1980s Pakistan 
turned to China for a larger nuclear power plant to be built at 
Chashma. The agreement between Pakistan and the China 
National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) for the supply of the 
Chashma reactor was reached in late 1989, with the final contract 
signed in Beijing on 31 December 1991.25 In March 1992 China 
acceded to the NPT and the Safeguards Agreement for Chashma 
between Pakistan, China and the IAEA was approved on 19 June 
1992, and signed on 24 February 1993.26 Unlike Western 
suppliers, China did not insist on fullscope safeguards—which 
would have covered all of Pakistan's nuclear complex, including 
its nuclear weapons facilities. 
 
China's limited experience with designing and building nuclear 
power stations meant that the Chashma project had to be scaled 
down significantly from the original plan. Instead of the 
envisaged 900-1000 MWe power plant, the Chashma nuclear 
power plant is a 300 MWe (998.6 Megawatts thermal) pressurized 
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water reactor.27 It is based closely on the design of China's 
Qinshan-1 reactor, which is located on the eastern coast of China, 
126 km south of Shanghai. [see Appendix 1 for a comparison of 
the characteristics of Qinshan-1 and Chashma] 
 
It was originally anticipated that work on Chashma would begin 
in December 1990 and be completed by mid-1996.28 By 1992 it 
was claimed that the reactor would be operating by 1998.29  The 
first concrete was poured at Chashma in August 1993.30 The 
dome of the cylindrical reactor containment building was put in 
place on 20 November 1995.31 In November 1995, the General 
manager of Chashma claimed the timing for the next major 
milestones for Chashma were:32  

• Fuel Loading Permit: 1 May 1998 

• Fuel Loading: 25 May 1998 

• Connection to Grid: 25 October 1998 

• Commercial Operation: 25 March 1999 
 
These dates too have slipped. It has been suggested that this may 
have partly been due to financial reasons. In 1995, the World 
Bank and the Japanese Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund 
(Japan is the largest aid donor to Pakistan) recommended that 
Pakistan drop the Chashma plant since it was not cost effective.33 
In late 1996, a caretaker administration that took office for three 
months after the dismissal of the Benazir Bhutto government 
slashed the funding to Chashma  by over 60%, but this was 
subsequently restored by the Nawaz Sharif government that came 
to power in 1997.34     
 
The PAEC has never officially given the cost of the Chashma 
plant, or the financial terms negotiated with China. The contract 
for Chashma requires that China supply not just the nuclear power 
plant but also the fuel for the initial core and five reloads, 
associated core components and services, and transfer the 
technology to design and fabricate the fuel.35 Estimates for the 
cost have varied widely. At the time construction was about to 
begin, nuclear industry sources reported that Chashma was 
estimated to cost about $600 million.36 In 1995, it was claimed 
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the actual cost of Chashma had increased to $1.033 billion.37 
However, with the project close to completion, it is reported that 
Chashma was estimated to have cost Rs 31.02 billion, excluding 
foreign aid; at the current exchange rate this is just over $600 
million.38  
 
In July 1999, three years after work on Chashma was originally 
supposed to have been completed, PAEC announced that 
Chashma was expected to begin commercial operation by the end 
of October 1999.39 This target date has also been missed. It was 
only on 23 November, that loading started of the reactor's 36 tons 
of fuel.40 For the Qinshan-1 prototype, fuel loading took about 
nine days followed by three months of preparation and testing 
before the reactor core went critical (i.e. sustained a nuclear chain 
reaction) and another nine months before the nuclear power plant 
reached full power for the first time.41 This would suggest 
Chashma may not be ready for full power operation until the end 
of 2000. PAEC seems to be preparing to cut short this schedule in 
the case of Chashma; the reactor is now scheduled to commence 
operation at the end of March 2000.42  
 
There are reports that Pakistan may be seeking a deal for the 
supply of a second nuclear power plant of the same design to be 
sited at Chashma.43 PAEC also has larger ambitions. It has 
claimed that since Pakistan is now self-reliant in enriched 
uranium, zirconium and other nuclear reactor components, in 
addition to a second unit at Chashma, more nuclear power plants 
should be build.44  
 
II The Chashma site  

The Chashma nuclear power plant is located on the left bank of 
Pakistan's major river, the Indus, 32 km south of Mianwali city.45 
It was one of the 12 possible sites identified in the 1975 PAEC 
Nuclear Power Planning Study. The study proposed 24 reactors to 
be built in Pakistan over a period of 18 years [see Map 1]. These 
sites were characterized as desirable on the basis of there being 
access to water for cooling, ease of transport of construction 
materials and components, proximity to transmission lines and 
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areas with potentially high demand for electricity, and appropriate 
geological conditions and levels of earthquake activity.   
 
Chashma fits some of these criteria. It is close to a railway line 
and roads. It is within 200 km of several major cities; Peshawar to 
the north, Islamabad and Rawalpindi to the north-east, Lahore to 
the east and Multan to the south [see Map 2]. However, there is 
evidence that the geological and seismic characteristics of the 
Chashma site may create risks for a nuclear power plant.  
 
In mapping possible sites for nuclear power plants, PAEC's 1975 
study recognized that Pakistan lay in a part of the world which is 
"known for its seismic instability" and  that the country had 
"several seismic zones".46 It observed that "No nuclear power 
plants in the very active regions are being considered", but 
admitted that "many possible sites... are in the lower active 
seismic region... In this region one still finds many earthquake 
epicenters, so that it is important to provide solid foundations 
and/or severe seismic design for nuclear power plants".47  
 
The Chashma site was one of those that caused concern. Among 
the early critics was I. H. Usmani, a scientist and civil servant 
who had served as Chairman of the Pakistan Atomic Energy 
Commission from 1960-1972, before being replaced by Munir 
Ahmad Khan. Usmani was reported to be "concerned not only 
about the seismic integrity of the site, but also about the fact that 
it sits on the banks of the Indus River"48 [see Map 3]. His 
criticisms in the early 1980s provoked Pakistan's President, 
General Zia-ul-Haq, to send "a written request not to continue 
public discussion of such topics."49 This has remained the official 
attitude towards the safety of Pakistan's nuclear facilities.    
 
There is no doubt that Pakistan is very seismically active, since it 
stretches south from the continental collision zone between India 
and Asia marked by the Himalayas and is bounded on the west by 
the major earthquake faults and mountains that separate it from 
Iran and Afghanistan.50 Map 4 shows the scattered epicenters of 
earthquakes in Pakistan between 1905-1972 and Map 5 shows the 
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dense pattern of geological faults inferred from these earthquakes 
and from aerial photographs and Landsat satellite images.  
 
These maps, while useful, may significantly under-represent the 
seismicity and seismic hazards in Pakistan.51 Most of the 
earthquake data in these maps predates the development of 
seismology and seismological data collection in Pakistan and 
depends on observations made from far away, from historical 
records or from interpreting large scale features in the surface 
geology. Large earthquakes at a particular site may have 
recurrence times much greater than the period covered by 
available seismic records. Aerial and satellite imagery can 
complement the seismic record by identifying faults where 
earthquakes may take place but can not necessarily locate faults 
which may be buried.      
 
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) guidelines 
require that the comprehensive geological, seismological, 
geophysical, and geotechnical investigations of the proposed site 
for a nuclear plant should extend out to a distance of 320 km (200 
miles) of the site, especially to identify possible earthquake 
sources.52 These investigations should include looking at the 
pattern of earthquake activity in the area for the past 2 million 
years. More detailed studies are required of the area within 40 km 
of the site, and even greater scrutiny of the area within 8 km of the 
site.     
 
PAEC has not released the results of the geological and 
geophysical surveys it conducted for determining the suitability of 
the Chashma site. In the absence of this data, it is possible to gain 
only limited insight into the possible risks.  
 
One indication of the suitability of the site can be had from 
international seismological observations. The US Geological 
Survey's National Earthquake Information Center database lists 
the time, magnitude, depth and epicenter of earthquakes recorded 
around the world over the past few decades. It shows a total of 
271 earthquakes as having been detected and catalogued between 
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1973 and 1999 with epicenters within about 320 km of the 
Chashma site.53 Among these, 24 earthquakes were within 100 
km or so of the site [listed in Appendix 2], of which five 
earthquakes were within 40 km.   
 
Some information, albeit old, on the pattern of earthquake activity 
and the location and size of earthquake faults in the vicinity of 
Chashma is available. It comes from a series of studies in the mid-
1970s conducted for PAEC by the Lamont-Doherty Geological 
Observatory of Columbia University (in New York) specifically 
to investigate the seismic hazards at the site.54 These studies used 
field observations and data from two seismometer networks -- the 
first was installed in 1973 to assess the hazards to the proposed 
site for Tarbela Dam a few hundred km from Chashma, and the 
second emplaced around Chashma in 1975.  
 
The third and final Lamont-Doherty report, from April 1977, 
offers the most detailed data on the seismicity and earthquake 
faults close to the site. Maps 6 and 7 show respectively the 
earthquakes detected by the Tarbela Dam network of seismic 
stations between June 1974 and July 1975, and those based on six 
months of data collected in 1976 from both the networks. From 
Map 6, it can be seen that the Chashma site is located close to a 
line of earthquakes, suggesting a fault or series of faults. Map 7 
shows some inferred faults and the 19 earthquake epicenters 
located within about 50 km of the Chashma site that were 
observed during this six month period. The nearest earthquake 
recorded to the site had an epicentral distance of less than 5 km.55  
 
By 1979, after three years of operation, the seismometers had 
detected 10,000 earthquakes within a 400 by 500 km area.56 From 
the seismic data, the Lamont-Doherty study inferred that "the total 
length of active fault segments within 100 km of Chashma is 
probably larger than 220 km".57 Of particular concern may be a 
set of parallel, seismically active faults near the Chashma site, one 
of which the study noted may be "located very near the site, 
possibly directly below".58 This fault may be as much as 100 km 
long and 35 km deep, making it capable of generating a possible 
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magnitude 7.0-7.5 earthquake, if the whole fault were to slip.59 
The study concluded that "the seismic risk at the Chashma site is 
quite severe".60 
 
The PAEC seems to have ignored the Lamont-Doherty report. 
One reason may have been simply its timing and its source. In 
1977 Pakistan’s nuclear program was under pressure from the 
United States, which was intent on trying to restrict the 
development of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability. The 
report, which leaves little doubt that its authors consider Chashma 
to be an unsuitable site for a nuclear power plant, may have been 
seen as another part of these US efforts.  
 
It is possible PAEC's subsequent research at Chashma has made 
the Lamont-Doherty report’s conclusions invalid and there may 
be no significant danger of a large earthquake at the site. But 
PAEC has not made public any such analysis. Instead, it reports 
only that a Site Evaluation Report for Chashma was prepared in 
1984 and subsequently revised for a 300 MW plant.61 This 
revision may have been insufficient, since PAEC subsequently 
asked for a further seismic re-evaluation of the site in 1986-1987 
from the Italian engineering company ISMES.62 While the report 
is confidential, ISMES officials concede that in assessing 
earthquake risks "When few earthquakes have been recorded... 
and maybe they have been poorly located (because they have been 
recorded by few or very remote instruments) the achievement of 
realistic estimates may be difficult".63 
 
This caution seems to have been warranted. PAEC has referred to 
an IAEA Site Review Mission in November 1990 which reviewed 
all the previous site studies and investigations, and recommended 
"updating of Chashma site studies and additional site 
investigations".64 These were reported to have been completed in 
1993-1994.65 This is after work had started at the site. Reports at 
the time suggested that "geological experts and some Pakistani 
officials charge that the reactor site was chosen for political 
reasons and that earthquake dangers discovered earlier were 
hushed up."66  
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There is no information on what siting guidelines PAEC has used 
for Chashma. The US NRC guidelines for siting nuclear power 
plants are that sites should be "those with a minimal likelihood of 
surface or near-surface deformation and a minimal likelihood of 
earthquakes on faults in the site vicinity (within a radius of 8 
km)."67 If applied, these guidelines would have ruled out the 
current location of the Chashma reactor, since it has had 
earthquakes recorded within 5 km of the site and may have a fault 
directly beneath it.   
 
There are other NRC guidelines that Chashma appears not meet. 
To reduce the effects of an earthquake on a reactor NRC 
regulations suggest that "Sites with competent bedrock generally 
have suitable foundation conditions."68 In other words, the reactor 
should be built on or anchored to hard rock that would serve to 
reduce the shaking it would feel from an earthquake. A similar 
criterion is used in Japan, which has considerable seismic activity 
and has built a number of nuclear power plants—the earthquakes 
in Japan, while large are usually very deep and far out at sea.  
 
At Chashma, it seems bedrock was inaccessible at the site. 
According to a description by Chashma's General Manager, "The 
plant is constructed on a concrete mat in alluvial sand".69 Another 
senior Chashma engineer has referred to a reactor sited on 150-
400 m thick soft soil that has been deposited by a river.70  
 
The possible effects of an earthquake at any site are a result of the 
ground acceleration induced there. This is determined by the 
earthquake's magnitude, its distance from the site, and the 
absorption of the seismic energy by the intervening material, as 
well as any site specific effects.  
 
To estimate the ground acceleration requires a relationship for the 
variation of seismic energy with distance. A 1994 seismic risk 
analysis for Pakistan reports that there is no attenuation equation 
available for Pakistan (a good indication that the seismological 
characteristics are poorly understood), and after comparing 
existing attenuation relations adopts those proposed by Japan's 
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Public Works Research Institute; the relation for alluvium, which 
would seem appropriate for an area like Chashma, is given as: 

 
where A is the acceleration (in cm/s2), M the magnitude of the 
earthquake and R the distance between the earthquake epicenter 
and the site in km.71  
 
This relation between earthquake magnitude and ground 
acceleration, while intended for larger distances, serves to indicate 
that a large earthquake, of magnitude 7.0-7.5, on a fault 10 km 
from the Chashma site could produce a ground acceleration of 
about 0.39-0.55g.72 An earthquake of similar size closer to the 
site, and certainly one directly below it, would generate far larger 
accelerations. 
 
A seismic analysis of an unnamed reactor built on soft soil 
published by a PAEC engineer—the attributes of this reactor and 
the site certainly suggest that it is Chashma—cites the horizontal 
ground acceleration induced by a magnitude 7.0 earthquake as 
0.25g.73 However, that analysis rather than calculating the 
acceleration from the size and distance of the earthquake and the 
soil properties, seems to simply adopt a value of 0.25g because 
that is the "design horizontal ground acceleration". Similarly, a 
peak ground acceleration of 0.25g was simply assumed in a 
structural analysis of a large overhead watertank at the nearby site 
of Kundian, where PAEC has built a number of nuclear 
facilities.74 These assumptions may reflect either a well-founded 
confidence in the maximum ground acceleration being no larger 
than the design value, or a reluctance to accept that the values 
used in the design may be exceeded.       
 
It is not just large and very close earthquakes with a high ground 
acceleration that may be a danger at Chashma. There are some 
characteristics particular to the area that suggest smaller, more 
remote earthquakes which generate much lower ground 
accelerations could be a significantly greater danger to a structure 
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there than to a comparable structure at a different location. Of 
particular concern is a phenomenon known as  "liquefaction", in 
which under certain conditions an earthquake can induce the 
ground to deform and flow as if it had suddenly become a 
liquid.75 The consequences of liquefaction can be extensive, 
severe and unpredictable in their details.  
 
Historical examples show that the area which undergoes 
liquefaction can be very large and remote from the epicenter. In 
the 1964 Good Friday earthquake in Alaska, at Turanagain 
Heights (in Anchorage), liquefaction induced almost 3 km of the 
coastline to slide 300 m, while in the December 1811 New 
Madrid (Missouri) earthquake some 90,000 square kilometers 
were affected. This behavior can also occur at considerable 
distances from earthquake epicenters. In the 1976 Romanian 
earthquake, areas along the Danube River, 400 km from the 
epicenter were subject to liquefaction.76 In September 1985, 
Mexico City which is built on 800 m of silt and clay from an old 
lake bed, was struck by an earthquake 200 km away which 
created large scale liquefaction; as a result over 100,000 buildings 
were destroyed and 10,000 people were killed.77    
 
The effect of ground liquefaction on buildings and other structures 
depends on very local conditions. On gentle slopes, such as those 
found close to rivers, the "liquefied" soil can flow downhill, 
causing severe damage to the foundations of buildings and rigid 
structures like pipelines. On flat ground, the liquefaction can 
express itself as oscillations of the ground which cause rigid 
structures to fail, as well as a more general loss of strength which 
leads buildings to settle or tip over.78 
 
There are some guidelines for assessing whether an area should be 
characterized as a liquefaction hazard zone. One set suggests that 
in cases where there is limited geological and geophysical data, 
areas susceptible to liquefaction should be taken to include "areas 
containing... current river channels and their historic floodplains, 
marshes and estuaries" where ground accelerations from 
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earthquake could exceed 0.1g and the water table is less than 
about 12 m below the ground surface.79  
 
Chashma would seem to fit these criteria. It lies on the east bank 
of the Indus river, which is part of a larger system of rivers in that 
region. Beyond the several kilometers of the river's floodplains 
are the bar uplands, which occupy the majority of the area 
between the rivers, and can rise 15m above the flood plains. But 
these bar uplands are basically accumulations of silt and sand, and 
sometimes clay.80 The alluvial sand in these areas is porous, with 
an average porosity of about 0.35.81  
 
The Lamont-Doherty study referred to earlier suggested the 
possibility of a magnitude 7.0 or larger earthquake within 10 km 
of the site and any plausible inferred ground acceleration is likely 
to be far in excess of 0.1g. Even if the actual acceleration is the 
0.25g design acceleration assumed in the PAEC calculation it still 
far exceeds the 0.1g proposed as appropriate for delineating the 
area as potentially at risk from liquefaction. 
 
While extensive liquefaction is typically associated with large 
earthquakes (magnitude 6.6 and greater) the phenomena has also 
been induced locally by earthquakes with much lower 
magnitudes.82 It has been suggested that the key requirement for a 
susceptible area to undergo liquefaction is that the peak horizontal 
ground acceleration equal or exceed a threshold value—at one 
California site this threshold acceleration was 0.21g.83 It does not 
require a large earthquake to produce such acceleration; many 
earthquakes with magnitudes less than 5 have generated peak 
ground accelerations of this order.84       
 
Liquefaction is reportedly most common in areas where the water 
table is within 10 m of the surface, although there are a few 
instances of it occurring in areas with water tables deeper than 
20m.85 The water table at Chashma is close to the surface, since it 
is located within a few kilometers from the Indus river and the 
Indus-Jhelum Link Canal. The proximity to the river and the 
Chashma-Jhelum Link Canal is such that the movement of ground 
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water at the site is described as unstable.86 It may be affected by 
the variation of water level in the canal. Furthermore, PAEC 
reports indicate that to permit construction to begin at the site the 
water table "in the project area" had to be lowered, and 42 
tubewells were used for this purpose.87 On a larger scale, due to 
intensive irrigation, the water table has risen from depths of 20-35 
meters below the surface of the uplands adjoining the river until it 
is now only a few meters below the surface; near the river, the 
water table is almost at the surface.88  
 
The ground movement at Chashma may be made more severe and 
more difficult to predict by the effects of water on the soil. The 
presence of mud, rather than dry alluvium or rock, at a site can 
lead to significant localized amplification of the horizontal ground 
motion caused by an earthquake. This amplification can be 
sufficient to cause severe damage at large distances from an 
earthquake; the most dramatic recent example was in 1989 when 
the Loma Prieta earthquake induced the collapse of a freeway 
almost 100 km away in Oakland, near San Francisco. Subsequent 
investigation suggested that the mud underlying sections of the 
freeway may have amplified the local ground motion by a factor 
of 5 or greater.89  
 
The hazards discussed here do not include the possibility of 
earthquakes inducing a flood at the Chashma site or the natural 
flooding of the Indus river. The Indus river is prone to major 
flooding on a fairly regular basis, most recently there have been 
major floods in 1992, 1994, 1995 and 199890 [See Map 7 for the 
areas inundated by flooding]. These floods can rise as high as 
7m.91 The abandoned floodplains, further away from the river, are 
prone to more occasional flooding. These floods may extend to 
the Chashma site.  
 
III The Chashma Nuclear Power Plant 

By building a reactor at Chashma PAEC has assumed that it has 
properly understood the risks at the site and correctly judged them 
to be acceptable. However, the likelihood that an earthquake may 
cause an accident at the reactor is also affected by the design of 
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the particular nuclear power plant and the reliability of the 
components that have gone into it. There are questions about both.    
 
Chashma is a pressurised water reactor (PWR) [see Figure 1], a 
design originally developed in the mid-1950s by the 
Westinghouse Corporation from a reactor it had built to power 
submarines for the US navy. It is now the most common type of 
nuclear power plant around the world.92     
 
In a pressurised water reactor,93 there is a core containing fuel 
made from Uranium which has been enriched so that it has a few 
percent of the isotope Uranium-235, instead of the 0.7% that 
occurs in nature. At Chashma, there are 36 tons of this fuel in the 
core, which has been enriched to contain 3.4% Uranium-235; the 
core itself is about 3 m tall and 2.5 m across. The Uranium-235 
undergoes fission; the nuclei of the atoms break into fragments 
(fission products), that are themselves the nuclei of other, 
different, atoms along with neutrons and gamma radiation. The 
energy of the fragments becomes heat. To increase the chance of 
one of the neutrons that are created colliding with another 
Uranium nucleus and inducing another fission so producing 
further neutrons (i.e. sustaining a chain reaction), the neutrons are 
slowed down by passing them through a moderator -- which in a 
PWR is water. Chashma contains 57 tons of moderator. 
 
In a PWR, the water also serves another role. The temperature of 
the fuel reaches hundreds of degrees centigrade, and this heat is 
removed by pumping high pressure water as a coolant through the 
core -- in this process the water is heated to about 300 degrees 
centigrade. The water is kept at very high pressure to prevent it 
from boiling. To maintain the high pressure, the core is put inside 
a giant steel pressure vessel through which this water is 
continuously pumped. There are two large primary coolant 
pumps, which pump 24,000 tons of water per hour into the 
pressure vessel and through the core, at a pressure of 155 kg/sq. 
cm. This hot, high pressure water is circulated through a series of 
pipes in a steam generator, where it heats up water surrounding 
these pipes to produce steam in a separate lower pressure water 
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circuit. By giving up some of its heat to make the steam, the high 
pressure water cools and is then pumped back to the core. This 
cycle is the "primary system." 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of a pressurised water reactor  

 
Source: Adapted from F. J. Rahn, A. G. Adamantiades, J. E. 

Kenton and C. Brann, A guide to Nuclear Power 

Technology, Krieger Publishing Company, Malabar, 1992, 
p. 267   

 
The steam that has been generated in the secondary loop is used to 
drive a turbine and a generator to produce electricity. The steam is 
cooled into water, by passing it through a condenser, and pumping 
it back to the steam generator to be reheated. The cooling water 
for the condenser is taken from an outside supply of water. In the 
case of Chashma, the cooling water is to be taken from the 
Chashma-Jhelum Link canal (at a rate of 25 m3/s) and the warm 
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water from the condenser (about 5.5 C warmer than when it went 
into the condenser) is pumped into a small channel that runs for 
about 3 km before joining the Indus River. Over 60% of the heat 
produced in the core ends up as hot water that is discharged in this 
way. In case of an emergency, and a possible leak of 
contaminated water, the flow of hot water from the condenser is 
planned to be diverted to three cooling towers. 
 
According to PAEC, the Chashma nuclear power plant is 
"designed, manufactured and constructed by the Chinese."94 
While the China National Nuclear Corporation is the supplier of 
the Chashma nuclear power plant, the main contractor for the 
project is the China Zhongyuan Engineering Corporation (CZEC). 
The Shanghai Nuclear Research and Development Institute 
(SNERDI) is responsible for design of the reactor, with the East 
China Electric Power Design Institute managing the conventional 
power generating side.95  
 
Chashma is based closely on China's Qinshan-1 nuclear power 
reactor (the technical specifications for Chashma and Qinshan-1 
are given in Appendix 1). The chief designer of Chashma was 
Ouyang Yu, who took part in the work on China's first large-scale 
military production reactor and was the lead designer of the 
Qinshan-1 reactor96 (China has two small reactors dating from the 
1960s for producing plutonium for its nuclear weapons program, 
at Jiuquan and Guangyuan, which may have ceased production in 
199197).  
 
Qinshan-1 is often described in China and Pakistan as being an 
indigenous Chinese design. However, in trying to justify the 
safety of the design PAEC officials claim that Qinshan-1 is in fact 
"a basic but most proven Westinghouse design", and that "the 
Chinese improved the design to suit local conditions."98 They do 
not say what those local conditions or improvements were. A less 
generous interpretation suggests that the improvements at Qinshan 
may have been because China "built the Qinshan reactor by 
copying those made by Westinghouse but had trouble obtaining 
detailed data."99 The 1998 accident at Qinshan-1 (discussed in the 
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next section) suggests that some of the Chinese attempts to make 
up for the missing Westinghouse design data may have had 
unexpected safety consequences.          
 
The modifications introduced in the Westinghouse design to 
enable the building of  Qinshan-1 mark the first step in the 
evolution of the Chashma design. CZEC, the main contractor for 
Chashma, has admitted that while Chashma is modeled on the 
Qinshan-1 reactor there have been some modifications, following 
visits in late 1992 by PAEC to the designers at SNERDI.100 For 
its part, PAEC has claimed that "at the basic design review stage 
PAEC enforced numerous design improvements."101 That 
changes had to be "enforced" may indicate that there was some 
dispute over them. This may also explain why in the spring of 
1993 Ouyang Yu, the chief designer, along with six other Chinese 
nuclear engineers reportedly visited Pakistan "to resolve the 
outstanding issues of basic design".102    
 
Even after this visit the design continued to evolve, but not 
because of PAEC. In September 1993, an IAEA Design and 
Safety Review Mission visited Shanghai and Islamabad to 
perform an independent review of Chashma's design. According 
to PAEC, the IAEA Mission "made several recommendations for 
further improvements" in both the preliminary safety analysis and 
the design.103 This suggests either SNERDI and PAEC had failed 
to identify some of the problems with the safety analysis and 
design of Chashma or that their solutions to some safety and 
design issues did not satisfy current international practice.       
 
However, while the IAEA mission made "several 
recommendations for possible safety improvements in the 
design," PAEC reports that only "most" of them have been 
incorporated.104 There is no explanation of why only "most" and 
not all of the recommended changes were incorporated into the 
reactor. Nor is there any description of which of the proposed 
changes were deemed appropriate.             
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The PAEC inspired changes in Chashma's design and the later 
IAEA recommendations may be understood in light of the limited 
experience China's (and Pakistan's) nuclear power complex has 
with international standards for nuclear power plant safety. 
Substantively, this experience only dates to the mid-1980s when 
the United Nations Development Program and the IAEA began a 
training program for China's National Nuclear Safety 
Administration (NNSA), which includes the China National 
Nuclear Corporation. The IAEA claims that "through the 
provision of extensive expert services, the joint agency effort has 
fostered an enhanced 'safety culture' in the NNSA, especially in 
critical areas: nuclear power plant licensing; safety review of 
technical specifications; probabilistic safety assessment; accident 
analysis and accident management; reactor cooling systems; and 
power plant assurance inspection."105  
 
The lessons China's nuclear industry learned in these "critical 
areas" of safety were put to the test first at Qinshan-1. However, 
things may not be easier the second time round with Chashma. In 
addition to the changes in the design, there is another very 
significant difference between Qinshan-1 and Chashma.  
 
The major components for Qinshan-1 were imported from 
established Western and Japanese nuclear industry suppliers; the 
reactor vessel came from Japan's Mitsubishi, the control system 
from Framatome in France, with other instrumentation and control 
equipment provided by Germany's Siemens, while Germany's 
Klein, Schanzlin & Becker provided the main pumps and 
valves.106 This is not the case for Chashma. When approached for 
these components for Chashma, the suppliers refused.107 
 
The basis for the denial of Western and Japanese support for 
Chashma was laid at the 31 March 31-3 April, 1992, meeting of 
the 27 countries that formed the Nuclear Suppliers Group 
(NSG).108 At the meeting, it was agreed that there would be "a 
common policy of requiring fullscope safeguards to all current 
and future nuclear activities as a necessary condition for all 
significant, new nuclear exports to non-nuclear weapon states."109 
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Since Pakistan refused fullscope safeguards, it clearly did not 
meet the NSG condition.   
 
Since Western and Japanese vendors would not supply the 
components for Chashma, China had to try to manufacture 
them for the first time. Given the limited Chinese capability to 
design and manufacture these components, Western nuclear 
industry experts claimed the Chashma project had "virtually no 
chance of success."110 A US official went further, claiming 
Pakistan was trying "to import a reactor from a country which 
cannot supply it."111  
 
At least part of this judgement about the Chinese nuclear industry 
was borne out. China's efforts to manufacture the reactor pressure 
vessel apparently ran into trouble and South Korea's Korea Heavy 
Industries and Construction Company was asked to provide it.112 
South Korea at that time was outside the NSG and not bound by 
the restriction to supply nuclear technology only to countries with 
fullscope safeguards. However, South Korea refused because it 
was seeking membership of the NSG.113 Eventually, China's 
Fulaerji Heavy Mechanical Corporation took up the task of 
building the Chashma pressure vessel.114  
 
There are doubts about the Chinese nuclear industry's capability 
of ensuring appropriate quality in its manufacturing. A 1997 
description of China's nuclear industry by an academician of 
China's Academy of Engineering notes that "Chinese industry has 
acquired the capability for providing all equipment and apparatus 
for the nuclear power sector. Nonetheless, weak links linger in 
such fields as manufacturing technology, quality control and 
production management."115  
   
The concern about quality control during manufacturing of the 
Chashma pressure vessel extends to include the accuracy of the 
testing of the pressure vessel, after it has been completed, to 
ensure it is of an appropriate standard. The Chashma pressure 
vessel was inspected by the China National Nuclear Corporation's 
Research Institute of Nuclear Power (RINPO).116 There is no 
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information about what experience RINPO has in such 
inspections nor the results of the Chashma inspection. 
 
The control system for Chashma was also designed and 
manufactured in China, by Beijing Helishi Automatic Engineering 
Co. It has been described as the "first such large-scale, high-tech 
product exported from China."117 This is not just the first export, 
it is the first time China has produced such a system. At the time 
the Chashma project was about to get underway, one Western 
nuclear industry supplier claimed "it is out of the question that 
China could reverse engineer and then supply main circulation 
pumps or an I&C [instrumentation and control] system for the 
project."118 
 
China does not seem to have built on its experience of providing 
key components for Chashma. A 1996 report from the Chinese 
Nuclear Society claimed that, like Qinshan-1, the new reactors 
being built in China will depend on foreign suppliers for key 
components: the French reactor builder, Framatome, would 
supply reactor internals and instrumentation equipment, while 
South Korea was expected to provide the pressure vessels, and 
other key equipment.119 The Japanese company Mitsubishi was to 
provide the pressure vessel for Qinshan-2 and transfer technology 
to the Shanghai Boiler Works to allow it to construct the pressure 
vessel for unit 3. Mitsubishi was also to supply pumps for both 
units.120 Despite the experience gained with designing and 
building the control system for Chashma, China has also opted to 
purchase the computers for its new reactors at Qinshan.  
 
The new reactors that are being built show that China has not 
persisted with the Qinshan-1 design. The two 600 MWe PWRs 
under construction, known as Qinshan phase II, are believed to be 
larger versions of Qinshan-1, and are described as "having been 
designed by Chinese experts with Western assistance."121 China 
may even be preparing to put aside its indigenous designs. For 
Qinshan phase III, China has purchased two 700 MWe CANDU 
reactors from Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.122 Work is also 
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soon to start on the first of two 1000 MWe Russian designed and 
built reactors at Lianyungang.123  
 
The fact that the new reactors being built in China are of French, 
Canadian and Russian origin rather than being indigenous may 
explain why China is continuing to import key components 
despite having manufactured them for Chashma. The suppliers 
may have insisted on providing all the components. However, 
rather than being a purely financial concern this insistence may 
reflect concern about Chinese supplied components. China 
reportedly proposed that it would supply the pressure vessels for 
the reactors it intended to buy from France, but French nuclear 
industry experts refused, citing quality assurance concerns.124 
 
IV The accident at Qinshan 

China's experience with building and operating Qinshan has been 
far from ideal. The construction of Qinshan-1 took six years and 
"was riddled with problems and delays."125 It was reported that 
Qinshan was delayed in its last year "mainly because the original 
planned time limit was too short, some installations arrived rather 
late, and it took some time to resolve problems in design and 
installation which were revealed in testing."126 As mentioned 
earlier, part of the problem may have arisen from the effort to 
integrate the modified Westinghouse design and locally made 
components with imported components from a diverse source of 
international suppliers.  
 
Under a September 1990 nuclear cooperation agreement between 
China and Japan, China asked for Japanese experts in nuclear 
power plant safety to participate in the start-up of Qinshan-1.127 
They were on hand to assist because of concerns "about the safety 
of the plant, in which components from widely varying origins 
have been assembled without much advice from the vendors."128 
Incidentally, five Chashma engineers were present for the fuel 
loading and initial tests, including the first time the Qinshan 
reactor sustained a chain reaction.129 Qinshan-1 first produced 
electricity in December 1991, but was closed in August 1992 for 
several months with suggestions that there were teething 
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problems.130 Among other problems, the uninterruptible power 
supply for the reactor's instrumentation was found to be unreliable 
and had to be replaced.131 
 
In July 1998, during the fourth refueling outage at Qinshan-1, 
what was said to be a routine inspection found that several dozen 
in-core instrumentation tube guides, that enter the reactor from 
below and allow  detectors of various kinds to be inserted into the 
core, "had ruptured, apparently from vibrations, sending debris 
into the reactor vessel."132 These pipes had been bolted in place, 
rather than the more normal practice of welding them,  and the 
bolts on 24 out of the 30 pipes had been shaken loose by 
vibrations (presumably from the flow of the coolant), leading to 
nine of the 121 fuel assemblies being damaged and releasing 
radioactive material into the coolant.133  
 
In August 1998, a month after the discovery of the damage to the 
core, the limited experience of the Chinese nuclear industry was 
further made evident. The Qinshan Nuclear Power Corporation, 
the operators of Qinshan-1, were forced to ask international 
nuclear engineering companies to assess the event, propose 
solutions and undertake repairs -- eventually giving the contract to 
the US company Westinghouse.134 It was reported that this was 
the first time Western nuclear industry experts were allowed 
inside the actual plant.135  
 
The problem at Qinshan appears to have been the result of poor 
design. It has been reported by Westinghouse engineers that the 
damage was due to "flow forces occurring during normal 
operation."136 More specifically, it is claimed that "damage, in 
general, appeared to be primarily a result of design features which 
were not capable of withstanding normal operating flow 
loads".137 This would suggest that when the reactor was designed 
the effect of the coolant flow on the core, pressure vessel and 
associated components was not sufficiently well understood by 
the designers. The components failed because they were 
inadequately designed for their operating requirement.138   
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There is another failure indicated by the Qinshan-1 accident. It is 
not known exactly when the bolts shook loose and the core 
instrumentation tubes were damaged. The problem was detected 
during a routine refuelling shut-down, and may have occurred at 
anytime in the previous year—i.e., since the previous re-fuelling. 
One reason for the delay in detecting the problem is that the 
Qinshan reactor lacked the acoustic monitors, required in US 
power plants, for listening to the core to provide early warning of 
unexpected vibrations that may indicate loose components.139 
The absence of these monitors in the Qinshan-1 reactor, which is 
now being rectified, would suggest that they were not a 
requirement that had been specified in the original reactor design. 
It is not known if these monitors were included in the 
requirements for Chashma, or what other, if any, early warning 
and diagnostic instrumentation for the core is included. 
 
The contract with Westinghouse for repairs at Qinshan required 
the "design, analysis, fabrication and installation of replacement 
components."140 This included "design improvements to provide 
a design that would survive for the remaining 20 year design life" 
of the reactor.141 The repairs were completed in June 1999.142 In 
the meantime, the China National Nuclear Corporation suggested 
that its engineers would modify Chashma to take care of the 
problem.143 There was no indication of how long would be the 
wait-and-see period to determine whether the repairs and design 
improvements at Qinshan-1 would work with the reactor with full 
power. Qinshan-1 was reported to have resumed operation in late 
September 1999.144 In November fuel loading began at Chashma. 
The wait-and-see period was barely a month. It is possible the 
modifications at Chashma were made before Qinshan resumed 
operation.      
 
PAEC's business as usual response about Chashma in the wake of 
the Qinshan-1 incident is difficult to understand. It seems clear 
that an accident at Chashma requiring repairs to the core, while 
certainly beyond PAEC's capabilities to undertake, may also be 
beyond the capabilities of the Chinese suppliers. Unlike the case 
with Qinshan-1, US companies and other Western nuclear 
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industry suppliers would not be able to offer assistance because of 
the restrictions on the supply of nuclear technology to Pakistan 
that follow from the guidelines adopted by the Nuclear Suppliers 
Group of countries and Pakistan's refusal to sign the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty.145  
 
This situation has been made more complex, especially in the 
United States, by the sanctions that were imposed on Pakistan 
after the May 1998 nuclear weapons tests. These sanctions 
required US government agencies to cancel "any activity, 
program, or training that contributes in any way to India or 
Pakistan's nuclear or missile capabilities". This restriction 
included "nuclear safety cooperation", with the only exception 
being a situation where "cooperation is essential in order to 
prevent or correct a radiological hazard posing a significant risk to 
public health and safety which cannot realistically be met by other 
means."146  
 
It is PAEC, and the government of Pakistan, that would have to 
make the initial assessment of a problem at Chashma that could 
both constitute a significant risk to public health and safety and be 
a problem that they could not deal with by themselves. In the 
absence of experience with PWRs and given the potentially 
unpredictable behavior of the Chashma reactor and its key 
components, even if there were warning of trouble it is not clear 
that PAEC could make an accurate assessment of the problem and 
possible implications in time to ask for help. It took only three and 
a half hours, between 4 a.m. and about 7:30 a.m. on March 28, 
1979, for the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant to go from a 
normal operation to a state of "General Emergency". It took a 
further two days to realize how serious the accident had been and 
that radioactivity had been released into the environment. It took 
another month to stabilize the reactor and shut it down safely.147  
 
V The Experience of Kanupp 

PAEC’s institutional experience in managing nuclear power will 
be crucial in determining how it assesses and manages the risks 
associated with Chashma over its planned lifetime of 40 years. 
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This experience is dominated by PAEC efforts to operate 
Pakistan’s only other nuclear power plant, the now nearly thirty 
years old Canadian designed and built Karachi Nuclear Power 
Plant (KANUPP).   
 
The story of KANUPP is in some ways very similar to that of 
Chashma. On May 24, 1965, PAEC signed a turnkey project 
contract with Canadian General Electric for the design, supply, 
construction, and commissioning of a 137 MWe nuclear power 
plant. Pakistan had little or no input in designing or building 
KANUPP; according to Canadian General Electric managers 
"essentially all manufactured equipment was imported into 
Pakistan."148 At the time, this was taken to reflect Pakistan's very 
limited nuclear capability, in terms of scientists, engineers and 
relevant industrial manufacturing capacity. Much the same seems 
to have happened with Chashma twenty-five  years later. 
 
KANUPP was to be Canadian General Electric's first and only 
attempt at designing and building a nuclear power plant. It 
received help with KANUPP from Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited (AECL), which had designed and operated research 
reactors and the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) and 
Douglas Point nuclear power stations. KANUPP is modeled on 
the Douglas Point and NPD reactors. Like them, it is a Canadian 
Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) reactor that uses natural uranium 
as fuel and heavy water as a moderator.  
 
As part of the contract, AECL also agreed to provide fuel and 
heavy water for KANUPP and information on health and safety 
matters related to the reactor. AECL made an arrangement with 
PAEC, whereby AECL would provide the same support to PAEC 
as it had done to Canadian General Electric. This agreement was 
intended to last for the lifetime of the reactor.149  
 
As with Chashma, PAEC sent engineers to be trained by the 
reactor supplier. Even after KANUPP was inaugurated and 
responsibility for the plant technically transferred to PAEC in 
1972, Canadian participation in the project continued through five 
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advisers who were located at the plant.150 KANUPP is also the 
home of the KANUPP Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering 
(KINPOE), and the In-Plant Training Centre (IPTC) which trains 
PAEC nuclear engineers and technicians. It is here that PAEC's 
reactor operators and plant managers largely have been trained. 
 
It was India's nuclear weapons test in May 1974 that created a 
problem for the Pakistan-Canada nuclear relationship -- India 
used plutonium produced in a Canadian supplied reactor. This led 
to demands for greater safeguards on nuclear reactors. On 22 
December 1976, Canada announced a new nuclear policy 
restricting support to states who had either ratified the Non-
Proliferation Treaty or would otherwise accept fullscope 
safeguards covering their entire nuclear program.151 Pakistan had 
not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty and would not accept 
fullscope safeguards since that would have included its nuclear 
weapons related facilities. Consequently, Canada withdrew its 
support to Pakistan, which included suspension of all supplies of 
fuel, spare parts and technical assistance to KANUPP. 
 
In 1972, soon after KANUPP was completed, commissioned, and 
had started to operate at full power, PAEC managers argued that 
the "exhaustive training" of their engineers and their participation 
in the design, operation and maintenance of the reactor alongside 
the Canadian suppliers meant that "the KANUPP operating team 
is fully capable of running the plant efficiently."152 However, 
PAEC's assessment of the experience at KANUPP after six years 
of operation sheds a less flattering light on how it coped. It noted 
a "lack of proper pre-planned annual inspection programmes" and 
"equipment failures" most of which "might have been avoided if 
better quality control and assurance programmes had been 
implemented".153   
 
The KANUPP operating experience review also admitted 
problems caused by "inadequate training of the operators". It 
noted, among other things, that "operational and testing jobs that 
require too frequent operation of switches at times resulted in 
maloperation leading to plant outages." The lack of well trained 
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and experienced operators familiar with the reactor control system 
showed up in the potentially most serious incident involving 
operator error that was reported. This was a case where "the 
operator forgot to transfer control of the reactor control rods to the 
controlling computer before allowing maintenance of the other 
computer".154 The control rods contain material that absorb neutrons 
and so regulate the reactor's power level and are used to shut it down 
quickly and safely in case of an emergency. Losing access to the 
control rods and not knowing it constitutes a serious lapse. 
 
The history of KANUPP over its nearly thirty years of operation 
shows that it has consistently performed very poorly. International 
Atomic Energy Agency statistics show its lifetime energy 
availability factor (as of the end of 1997) was 28.6%, making it 
among the two worst performing nuclear power plants in the world; 
the Rajasthan Atomic Power Station, RAPS-1, a CANDU reactor in 
India of the same origin and similar age, has a slightly poorer 
performance with an availability factor of 23.1%.155 Experience 
with the reactor seems to have brought little improvement in 
performance. For the period 1989-1996 KANUPP's capacity factor 
(the ratio of electricity actually fed to the grid in a given time to 
what could have been produced in that time if the plant had worked 
at its designed power) was only 34%.156 
 
The unplanned power shutdowns (outages) experienced by 
KANUPP offer some insight into the factors that are responsible 
for the poor performance. KANUPP has been shut down on 
average 1,243 hours (almost 52 days) each year between 1972-
1997 because of equipment failure, and 83 hours (almost three 
and a half days) each year during the same  period because of 
human error.157 Although they may not all be directly safety 
related, such outages may offer an indication into the prevalence 
of unplanned situations and the corresponding inability of reactor 
operators to anticipate them and prepare accordingly. The lack of 
capacity to anticipate such recurring failures could be a crucial 
factor in the chain of events leading to an accident.    
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The chronic equipment failures at KANUPP may account for one 
PAEC manager's reported complaint that the plant became 
obsolete almost immediately after it was built.158 These problems 
have grown to the extent that PAEC's report "25 Years of 
KANUPP", admits that "signs of normal ageing and obsolescence 
are becoming apparent. Many critical components are reaching 
the end of their designed life and need to be replaced."159 It is 
worrying, however, that one nuclear industry journal has reported 
"many of KANUPP's ageing problems have been detected through 
catastrophic failure.”160 
  
One such catastrophic failure was in 1989, when there was a spill 
of 40 tons (one-third of the total) of heavy water, used to cool and 
moderate the reactor, which led to the reactor having to be shut 
down for several months.161 It was later claimed there had been 
several earlier large spills that were covered up, with a former 
nuclear engineer from the plant claiming the staff at KANUPP 
were "ignorant of risk and think nothing of danger."162 
 
PAEC seems to have recognised the limitations of its capability to 
safely manage the reactor. In 1989, Pakistan joined the CANDU 
Owners Group (COG); established initially by AECL and 
Canadian power companies with CANDUs, this now includes 
CANDU operators around the world.163 Not long afterwards, 
COG signed a deal with PAEC to become the agent and manager 
of a "Safe Operation of KANUPP" project. The scope of the 
project suggested the range of areas where PAEC needed help; 
these included "physical inspections of the plant, as well as safety 
analysis of the original design using current techniques and 
standards" and "a radiological protection audit at KANUPP".164 
 
Possible safety problems at KANUPP and PAEC’s need for help 
to deal with them is further suggested by the report that, following 
problems with a fuel channel at KANUPP, repairs were 
"successfully completed by KANUPP station staff under the 
supervision of an AECL CANDU site team." It appears that in 
one case supervision was not sufficient. The report notes that 
"during the same outage, AECL Research Chalk River 
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Laboratories staff completed a series of inspections on eight fuel 
channels that had been recommended by an International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) Assessment of Safety Significant Events 
Team".165  
 
It was against this background that in 1992 Canada’s nuclear 
regulatory agency, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) 
considered safety issues at KANUPP. Since the AERB deals with 
the safe operation of Canada's own CANDU reactors it has the 
most experience with this design of any nuclear regulatory 
agency. Its records show that "in May 1992, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency sent the Government of Canada a report 
on the Canadian-built nuclear power reactor KANUPP, near 
Karachi in Pakistan. The report identified improvements needed 
to bring the reactor to an acceptable standard of safety. On the 
basis of the information in this report, and some additional 
information, AECB staff questioned how continued operation of 
the reactor could be justified, given the apparently serious safety 
problems." The AECB concluded that KANUPP's "continued 
operation is imprudent".166 
 
Rather than accept this recommendation and close down 
KANUPP, PAEC seems to have insisted on continuing to operate 
the plant. One reason to keep KANUPP going regardless of the 
risk may be contained in the admission from PAEC that 
"KANUPP is one major window for acquiring from the West the 
technology required to build nuclear power plants in the 
country".167 Keeping KANUPP also provided a fig leaf for a 
range of activities that were key elements of the nuclear weapons 
program. The same logic may now be applied to Chashma.  
 
VI Some concerns about an accident at Chashma  

An earthquake affecting the Chashma site could cause a severe 
accident, especially if it is accompanied by liquefaction of the 
ground. The nature of the accident would determine the scale of 
any release of radioactivity from the core and the attendant 
damage to the environment and public health. A general 
description of a possibly catastrophic accident at a pressurised 
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water reactor offers a context within which to look at some of the 
factors that may increase the chance of such an accident at 
Chashma. 
 
The main barriers against radionuclide release to the environment 
from the radioactive fuel of a PWR are:168 
1. the solid fuel pellet 
2. the metal cladding that surrounds the fuel 
3. the reactor pressure vessel and primary water circulation 

system  
4. the containment building 
 
The first two of these barriers are sufficient during normal 
operation of the reactor to prevent significant release of 
radioactivity into the environment. The small ceramic pellets of 
uranium dioxide fuel (at Chashma these pellets are 1 cm long and 
about 0.85 cm across) are meant to retain most of the nuclear 
fragments (fission products) produced when the uranium nuclei 
break up. Since these fission products consist of many different 
elements and isotopes, which differ widely in their physical and 
chemical properties,  there are some, especially the inert gases, 
which escape from the pellet.  
 
To retain the fission products, and to allow water to carry away 
the heat generated by the fissioning fuel without coming into 
direct contact with it, the pellets are stacked one on top of another 
and encased in a long, leak-proof tube. These tubes are made from 
zircalloy; a family of zirconium alloys containing small but 
precise amounts (typically less than 1-2%) of chromium, nickel, 
iron, and tin which make the alloys strong, corrosion resistant, and 
able to withstand the several hundred degrees centigrade 
temperature of the fissioning fuel. Nevertheless, there is usually 
some leakage of fission products through the zircalloy into the 
coolant water. Some fraction of these radionuclides is eventually 
released into the environment as the radioactive liquid or gas 
effluent that nuclear power plants produce as an inevitable part of 
their operation.169 
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For there to be a major accident involving the release of large 
amounts of radioactivity into the environment, the pressure vessel 
or coolant system and the containment have to fail.170 A failure of 
the pressure vessel, or the coolant pumps, or a break in the coolant 
pipes can all lead to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) that, in 
turn, could lead to the core overheating. If there is a LOCA and 
the emergency core cooling system fails to operate properly, or 
the pressure vessel breaks and cannot retain the emergency 
cooling water, the core may continue to overheat and eventually 
suffer a meltdown.  
 
The overheated and eventually molten core produces steam and 
other gases from the coolant. These increase the pressure inside 
the containment building. This pressure can rise sufficiently high 
that the containment can fail and radioactivity would be released 
to the atmosphere.  
 
There are a number of ways in which the containment building 
can be breached, even though the building may be constructed of 
concrete with a steel lining.171 The containment may simply fail 
because the pressure generated inside gradually increases until it 
exceeds the design value that was used to build it. Alternatively, 
the molten core may react with the steam to produce a steam 
explosion, which generates pressures high enough to crack the 
containment. Or, the containment building may not have been 
built to a sufficiently high standard because of poor quality 
materials and workmanship.  
 
If the containment remains intact, it can be bypassed by the 
radioactivity escaping through any open vents or valves that are 
built into the containment walls, or by a break in the pipes that 
pass through the containment building walls. If some vent or 
valve through the containment has been left open radioactivity 
could escape even without a large build up of pressure. In all of 
these cases, there would be a release of radioactive material in the 
form of vapor to the atmosphere.  
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Independently of containment failure, the melting core would sink 
down through the concrete base of the reactor into the soil under 
the foundations.172 This radioactive mass, after solidifying 
relatively quickly, would react slowly with the soil and 
radionuclides as well as the heavy metals from the core would be 
leached out by the groundwater, creating a very long lived hazard 
that may be spread over a large area.           
 
This description can now be applied to Chashma. The first major 
concern about Chashma is the reactor pressure vessel. The 
pressure vessel at Chashma is a very large cylinder made from 
special steel, 10 m high, over 5.5 m in diameter, and 17.5 cm 
thick, and coated on the inside with a 4 mm thick layer of 
stainless steel [see Appendix 1]. Such vessels are made by 
welding together steel plates or forgings, which must be made to 
an exacting standard; including being free from chemical 
impurities, such as copper, sulfur and phosphorus, and free from 
any small cracks and flaws that may grow. This requires careful 
attention to the choice of the materials and the fabrication of the 
steel. The welds that hold the steel plates together must also be of 
a very high standard. The stainless steel coating must be carefully 
applied to limit corrosion of the pressure vessel by the very hot, 
high pressure coolant water it contains when the reactor is 
operating.   
 
As mentioned earlier, the pressure vessel at Chashma is China's 
first effort, the pressure vessel for Qinshan-1 having been 
imported from Japan's Mitsubishi Heavy Industries—which has 
been involved in supplying over 20 pressurised water reactors in 
Japan. It is also worth recalling that while trying to manufacture 
the Chashma pressure vessel the Chinese supplier had problems 
and more experienced international nuclear industry suppliers 
were asked to step in. It was when these suppliers refused that 
China was forced to complete the pressure vessel. At the same 
time, there are admitted weaknesses in both manufacturing 
technology and quality control in the Chinese nuclear industry.    
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The importance of the quality of manufacturing, assembly, and 
inspections of the pressure vessel grows over the several decades 
a nuclear power reactor is expected and designed to operate -- for 
Chashma this is 40 years. A particular concern is the 
embrittlement of the pressure vessel because of its exposure to the 
flux of neutrons that accompany the fissioning of the fuel in the 
core and leak out.173 This weakening of the pressure vessel 
depends on the detailed chemistry and metallurgy of the particular 
vessel and leads to an increased likelihood of fracturing rather 
than stretching to accommodate strains below a certain 
temperature. For instance, variations in the mean copper content 
of reactor vessel material of a few hundredths weight percent can 
significantly change how the vessel responds to embrittlement 
with time.174 
 
Embrittlement of the pressure vessel is also determined by the 
geometry and size of the core it contains, and the operating 
history of the reactor. The embrittlement that takes place over 
time in a pressure vessel is, in effect, "plant specific". On 
occasion this can be serious enough to require the closing of a 
nuclear power plant, most notably that of the Yankee Rowe 
nuclear power plant in New England in 1992.175  
 
The significance of pressure vessel embrittlement increases in the 
event of an accident. The sudden introduction of large amounts of 
cold water from the emergency core cooling system into the 
pressure vessel (where the water is usually over 300 C) produces a 
pressurised thermal shock as the pressure vessel begins quickly to 
cool. The thermal stresses produced by the rapid cooling, in 
addition to the normal high pressures in the pressure vessel, can 
lead to the vessel cracking.176  
 
Whether it is caused by a manufacturing defect, embrittlement or 
thermal shock, the implications of pressure vessel failure are 
severe. Such failure could render the emergency core cooling 
system ineffective, since the emergency cooling water, like the 
primary coolant, would escape from the pressure vessel.  
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There is also a question mark over the Chinese manufactured 
primary coolant pumps at Chashma. These pumps are responsible 
for keeping the very hot, high pressure water circulating through 
the core and steam generators and must be very reliable at the 
high temperature and pressure required for adequate core cooling. 
They must also be able to deal with the radioactivity that leaks 
inevitably into the coolant water from the fuel as a normal part of 
reactor operation. A failure of the primary pumps would lead to 
the core temperature rising and the internal pressure possibly 
increasing to beyond the pressure relief valve setting, and coolant 
water being lost through the valve. This depressurization of the 
core, or blowdown, if not stopped by the emergency core cooling 
system adding additional water, could be followed by a further 
loss of cooling water as the core turns more of it to steam 
(boiloff). This can eventually uncover the core (heatup) and lead 
to overheating and meltdown of the core.177  
 
There may also be a question about a third important component 
of the primary system at Chashma, the steam generator. This was 
supplied by China, while the steam generator at Qinshan-1 was 
supplied by the US company Babcock and Wilcox, which has 
manufactured more than 200 nuclear steam generators for power 
plants around the world.178 The steam generator is typically one 
of the largest and most complex components of a nuclear power 
plant. Leaks in the pipes running through the steam generator 
would lead to the escape of primary coolant water and the 
resultant loss of core cooling. Thus, a poorly designed and 
manufactured steam generator could be important in initiating an 
accident.  
 
The reliable operation of the control system is significant in 
maintaining the safe operation of the reactor in that it controls the 
active emergency core cooling system. PWRs have both passive 
and active emergency core cooling systems. The passive system 
typically relies on pressurised tanks of water (containing Boron to 
absorb neutrons) that is supposed to flood the core should the 
water pressure in the core fall below a certain value. This relies on 
pressure sensors and valves operating as specified. The active 
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emergency core cooling system relies on pumps to maintain a 
high water pressure in the core should the primary pumps fail or 
water pressure start to fall because of a leak. These systems rely 
on the reactor control system to operate as designed. This does not 
always happen. The system can fail.  
 
The breakdown of the control system can involve more than 
mechanical failure. Operator error involving the control system 
and the emergency core cooling system contributed to the Three 
Mile Island accident on March 28, 1979, which culminated in 
significant damage to the reactor core and a release of 
radioactivity to the environment.179 This example  shows clearly 
the extent to which nuclear reactor safety depends on more than 
design and reliable equipment. 
 
Pakistani nuclear operators have no significant hands-on 
experience with PWRs, and to complicate matters the literature on 
which they depend for the design and operating procedures has 
had to be translated from Chinese. As part of the Chashma deal, 
61 Pakistani engineers were to be sent to China for training in 
operating and maintaining the reactor, and a training simulator (a 
mock-up of the control room) of Chashma has been built.180 
While simulators and training to prepare for accidents are 
important, experience suggests such training in dealing with 
possible emergencies is limited by assumptions about the set of 
contingencies that may arise. The operators at the Three Mile 
Island plant had been trained on a simulator but it was discovered 
that "a case in which the entire emergency feedwater system is 
disabled simultaneously, as happened during the accident, was 
never programmed into the simulator."181 More generally, the 
Three Mile Island simulator was set up only to provide training 
experience with accidents in which the emergency systems 
worked as designed.  
 
This optimism may be even less reasonable in the case of Pakistan 
where, unlike the United States, there are not thousands of 
accumulated reactor hours of experience on similar reactors that 
can be used to try to create more realistic accident scenarios. It 
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would seem reasonable to infer that the details of the scenarios in 
the Chashma simulator and in the Chashma operators' manuals are 
largely generic, while more detailed ones would be limited to 
experience accumulated over the six reactor years or so of 
operation at Qinshan-1. 
 
As the accident at Three Mile Island showed, optimism about 
everything working as designed during an emergency may be 
unfounded. A simple example is a possible loss of off-site power, 
the situation where access to the grid is lost and usually means 
that the main turbine and generator of nuclear power plant cannot 
be used to provide power to cool the core. The reactor then relies 
on diesel generators to keep the coolant circulating, and their 
reliability becomes crucial in the safe operation of the plant. The 
probability of a loss of off-site power at a nuclear power plant in 
the US is cited as about once every eight years.182 The same 
assumption does not hold for Pakistan where sudden breakdowns 
of the electricity supply system occur repeatedly each year, 
sometimes across very large areas. KANUPP, for instance, has 
shut numerous times, for a total of 100 days between 1972-1998, 
because the electricity grid was unavailable.183 The likelihood of 
a loss of off-site power during an emergency caused by some 
other problem would make managing the reactor that much more 
difficult and accident- prone.  
 
It is not only the different reactor design, components, levels of 
operator experience and training, or the accuracy of the simulator, 
or the larger technological infrastructure within which the nuclear 
power plant is embedded that shape the risk. In the case of 
Chashma, there are questions about how effectively detailed 
practices such as nuclear reactor operations can be transferred 
across cultures and institutions that are significantly different. A 
comparative study of PWR staff, especially control operators, in 
the United States, Germany, France, Switzerland and Sweden 
concluded that the impact of local social, cultural and institutional 
norms could be significant. The study reported that "the general 
social and cultural environment" could shape behavior that was 
"central and functional to operational safety and reliability".184 In 
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Pakistan, the spill over of social and cultural norms into the 
management of high technology systems seems evident in the 
poor performance of the power generation and transmission 
system, the national airline, etc.  
 
VII Chashma core radionuclide inventory and 

possible release  

It is possible to make a simple preliminary estimate of the 
consequences of a major loss of coolant accident in which the 
core melts down, the containment is breached and a significant 
fraction of the radioactive inventory of the core is released to the 
atmosphere. This is the most severe kind of reactor accident. The 
assessment of radionuclide release and dispersion, and possible 
health effects will rely on the treatment developed in the 1975 
report of the American Physical Society study group on light 
water reactor safety.185 This independent study exposed some of 
the very conservative assumptions used by the US nuclear 
industry in assessing the consequences of such an accident.    
 
A large number of fission products are produced when nuclear 
reactions take place. The detailed inventory of these radionuclides 
varies depending on reactor design, fuel composition and the 
burn-up of the fuel. Since the composition, enrichment and design 
burn-up of the Chashma fuel is typical for a PWR, a simple 
scaling down of the inventory calculated for a reference 1000 
MWe PWR offers an adequate approximation to the abundance of 
the 43 most important radionuclides in the Chashma reactor core 
in its steady state operation186 (see Appendix 3).  
 
When an accident occurs, only a fraction of the total core 
inventory of radionuclides is released to the atmosphere. The 
fraction released varies for different isotopes. The same fractional  
release is assumed as was used in the American Physical Society 
study.187 [Appendix 3 gives the core inventory, the fraction 
assumed released to the atmosphere and the total amount of 
radionuclides presumed released from Chashma.] 
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The errors in such estimates could be significant. The non-inert 
gas radionuclides released from the  fuel react chemically with 
both the steam-hydrogen mixture generated by core melting 
heating the coolant water and the molten zircalloy cladding of the 
fuel rods. These radionuclides are then dispersed in the pressure 
vessel and coolant system and undergo complex condensation 
behavior on exposed surfaces and on pre-existing aerosols, as well 
as forming new aerosols, which in turn agglomerate. All these 
processes occur in a rapidly changing atmosphere that includes 
vapors and aerosols produced from the heating of the core and 
other structural materials. Since the pressure vessel cannot contain 
a core meltdown, there are further chemical reactions in the 
containment building, depending on the type of containment. 
There are no accurate models of many of these processes, while 
experimental data from laboratory experiments is limited and in 
some cases unavailable.188  
 
The only real data on the massive release of radioactivity from a 
reactor core comes from the terrible accident on 26 April 1986, at 
the 950 MWe Chernobyl reactor in Ukraine. This has been the 
only accident where there was a major fuel meltdown and an 
uncontrolled release of a large amount of radioactivity to the 
atmosphere. Analysis of the data on deposited radionuclides 
combined with studies of the core debris and the deposited 
material within the reactor building have provided the basis for an 
assessment of the actual release.189 However, despite these 
measurements and a decade of detailed study, the IAEA's director 
of Radiation and Waste Safety reports that "there is no complete 
consensus on the amount of radioactive material released by the 
Chernobyl accident."190 
 
Rather than compare all 43 radionuclides, it is sufficient to focus 
on those which most impact human health. These are certain 
isotopes of Iodine, Cesium and Strontium. Iodine is readily 
absorbed by the human body after inhalation or ingestion and is 
concentrated in the thyroid; Iodine-131 is the more significant 
isotope. Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 are long-lived, with half 
lives of about 30 years. They are the important contributors to the 
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radiation dose received by people because of the penetrating 
gamma rays associated with Cesium-137 and the efficient way 
Strontium enters the food chain. 
 
Table I: Fractions of total core inventory of some 

significant isotopes assumed released to 
atmosphere in the 1975 APS accident study 
and for Chashma and estimated for the 1986 
Chernobyl accident 

 
Isotope Assumed fraction (%) 

released in APS accident 
study191 and from 
Chashma  

Estimated fraction 
(%) released from 
Chernobyl192  

Inert gases 90 100 
Strontium 2 4-6 
Iodine 70 50-60 
Cesium 30 20-40 

 
The only significant difference in the fractions estimated to have 
been released is for the case of Strontium. This difference may 
have been due to the graphite moderator of Chernobyl having 
caught fire during the accident and creating an additional source 
of fuel particles, with the Strontium that was present sticking to 
these particles and being carried out of the plant.193  
 
By combining the initial core inventory of radionuclides with the 
fraction that would be released it is possible to estimate the total 
amount of each isotope that would be released to the environment 
in a catastrophic accident. Table II compares the radioactivity of 
the most significant radionuclides released from an accident at 
Chashma with the estimated total amounts of these radionuclides 
used in the PWR accident study by the American Physical Society 
and with the amounts estimated to have been released from 
Chernobyl. It would seem that the values for Chashma are within 
the right order of magnitude, given the three times larger power 
rating of Chernobyl and the reactor used in the APS study.   
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Table II: A comparison of the assumed radioactivity 
release from Chashma with that assumed in 
the APS study for an accident at a 1000 
MWe reactor and the estimated release from 
Chernobyl194 

 

Isotope Total release in the 
APS study 
(megacuries)195 

Total release from 
Chashma  
(megacuries) 

Total released 
from Chernobyl 
(megacuries) 

90Sr 0.31 0.09 0.3 

131I 59.5 18.03 47.5 

137Cs 2.9 0.88 2.3 

 
VIII The wedge model for atmospheric dispersion 

 
The dispersal of radioactivity in the atmosphere following a 
reactor meltdown and breach of containment is a complex 
phenomenon. However, it has been shown that a simple wedge 
model in which the released cloud of radioactive gases and small 
particles mixes quickly with the air to form a more or less stable 
front that extends down to the ground and widens as it moves 
away from the accident site.196 It offers a reasonable 
approximation to the dispersal of radioactivity to large distances 
and is adequate for estimating the radiation dose that will be 
received by people. 
 
In the wedge model, illustrated in Figure 2 below, a radioactive 
gas and aerosol cloud carrying Q curies of radioactivity travels 
away from the point of release propelled by a wind of velocity u, 
and diffuses perpendicular to the wind direction at a constant rate 

to form a wedge with opening angle θ. The vertical thickness of 
the wedge is H and the radionuclide aerosol is deposited on the 
ground out of this uniform density wedge at a settling velocity vd . 
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Figure 2: Schematic of the wedge model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The time-integrated concentration of radioactivity in the wedge 
(in curies-sec-m-3) at a distance r in meters, allowing for the decay 
of isotopes during transport, is:197 
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The thickness of the wedge will depend on the height of the 
release of radioactivity, the height of the plume, the atmospheric 
stability and other properties of the local topography and weather. 
However, at large distances and over periods that are long 
compared to the release time, this released radioactivity may 
disperse throughout the mixing layer of the lower atmosphere by 
diffusion. Following the APS study H is taken to be a median 
value for the atmospheric mixing layer thickness, about 1100 
meters.198 For comparison, the plume of radioactive fission 
products, smoke, and debris released from Chernobyl was about 1 
km high.199    
 
The effective wedge angle is a measure of the horizontal 
dispersion of the plume of radioactivity released from the reactor. 
Depending on the stability of atmosphere, it can range from 0.1 to 
0.7 radians, and following the APS study, the median value 
adopted for the plume opening angle is 0.25 radians.200   

 
The deposition velocity for the radionuclide aerosol depends on 
aerosol size, composition, wind speed, terrain and ground cover, 
humidity, the presence of rain, etc. The deposition velocity vd may 
ranges from 10-5 m/s for dry deposition to 0.1 m/s for wet 
deposition.201 Following the APS study, dry deposition is 
assumed. The effect of adsorption of radioactive gases onto the 
ground is ignored.  
 
The assumed deposition velocity for different isotopes in the 
aerosol, following the values taken in the APS study, is given in 
Table III below.  
 
Table III: Deposition velocities assumed for different 

families of radionuclides202 
 

Isotope Deposition velocity (m/s) 

Noble gases 0.0 
Iodines 0.005 
Other isotopes 0.002 
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The model of dry deposition assumed here leads to a uniform 
contamination of the ground. Rain can change the deposition 
enormously, creating local hotspots where deposition and thus 
radiation levels are much greater. The data from the Chernobyl 
accident shows that the amount of radionuclides deposited by rain 
is approximately proportional to the amount of rain and may be 
significantly greater than the dry deposition.203 
 
The remaining free parameter in the wedge model is the wind 
velocity u. The wind speeds used here were obtained from the 
Global Gridded Upper Air Statistics (GGUAS) master data base. 
This data set describes the atmosphere for each month of the year 
with a spatial resolution of approximately 100 km in the middle 
latitudes and was derived from data for 1980-1995.204 It seems 
reasonable to use this data since it does not reflect the winds in the 
immediate surroundings of the Chashma site but rather the wind 
speeds and directions over a large area. It has been used to 
generate the average monthly ground surface wind speeds in eight 
45o horizontal sectors around Chashma. 
 
Figure 3: Mean monthly wind speeds at Chashma  
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The data suggests considerable variability in the wind speed for 
any given direction over the year. But, for most of the months and 
in most directions, the winds have magnitudes between 4 and 8 
m/s. An average wind speed of 6 m/s is assumed.  
 
The same data is shown in Table IV to indicate the frequency with 
which the wind blows towards particular directions in the 
Chashma area. For most of the time the winds in Chashma are 
westerly or south-westerly, but during some months they are 
predominantly eastwards, north-easterly and south easterly, i.e. 
blowing towards more populous regions (see Section IX below for 
a discussion of population distribution). 
 
Table IV: Percentage occurrence of winds blowing 

towards various directions in different months 
at Chashma 

 
Direction � N NE E SE S SW W NW 

January 6.3 3.7 2.6 3.5 11.9 21 31.1 19.8 
February 6.6 5.8 4.5 7.9 13.9 18.1 25.3 17.9 
March 5.9 4.6 6.5 9.8 13.7 22 24.1 13.5 
April 13.1 11.9 8.4 6.2 14.5 21.8 12 11.9 
May 11 8.7 8.5 8.7 15.7 20.4 15 11.9 
June 5.2 7.1 12.8 12.9 16 22 15 8.8 
July 7.8 11.1 17.3 18.8 16.7 15.8 6.6 4.4 
August 6.8 12 23.8 20 11.6 10.3 9.5 5.1 
September 12.4 14.8 9.8 10 13.8 18.3 9.8 10.5 
October 12.8 21 9.2 7.9 10.7 16.4 9.7 12.3 
November 14.2 9.2 8.9 8.1 13.3 14.2 12.5 18.9 
December 6.6 6.2 4 6.5 12 21.3 26.2 17.3 

 
In summary, the value of the parameters chosen for the wedge 
model calculations are: 

• Initial radioactivity released Q: as given in Appendix 3 

• Wedge height H: 1100 m (taken from the APS study) 

• Wind speed u: 6 m/s (average wind speed at Chashma)  

• Deposition velocity vd: from Table III 

• Wedge opening angle θ : 0.25 radians (taken from the APS 
study) 
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• Decay constant λd from the half-lives of the isotopes (standard 
values) 

 
The subsequent calculations are limited to the effects of the 
dispersal of radioactivity out to a distance of 300 km from 
Chashma. This has been assumed because it is roughly the distance 
to Pakistan’s border with India on the east and with Iran and 
Afghanistan in the west. It is important to note that the radioactivity 
may travel much further than this. The APS study used a distance 
of 800 km in its assessment.205 Appendix 4 presents the time-

integrated concentration of radioactivity in the wedge, χ , for each 
isotope as function of r at distances of 10 km, 100 km, and 1000 
km to illustrate the evolution of radioactivity in the wedge. The 
results suggest that even at a distance of 1000 km from Chashma, 
there would be significant radioactivity within the cloud.   
 
IX Population and population density  

A key parameter in assessing the large scale health effects of the 
cloud of radioactivity that could be released from an accident at 
Chashma is the population density in the affected areas.  
 
The provisional results from the 1998 census of Pakistan, which 
have been contested, give an official figure for the total 
population of Pakistan of about 130.5 million.206 The country has 
an area of roughly 796,095 square km. This gives an average 
national population density of about 164 persons per square 
kilometer. However, there is enormous geographic variation in the 
population density; the single largest province of Pakistan, 
Balochistan, with 43.6% of the total area has barely 5% of the 
population. Allowing for this gives an effective population density 
for the rest of Pakistan of 276 persons per square kilometer.  
 
Provisional figures from the 1998 census are only presently 
available for some of the largest cities and the districts 
incorporating them. [see Appendix 5] It can be seen that local 
population density, especially in the Punjab province in districts 
within 100-300 km of Chashma is typically between 500-600 
persons/km2. Provisional census population figures are not 
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available for the districts immediately bordering on Chashma 
(which is in district Mianwali), namely Bhakkar, D. I. Khan, 
Bannu, Karak, Kohat, Attok, Chakwal and Khushab. A rough 
sense of these figures can be gained by using the 1981 population 
and population densities for these districts and scaling them to 
give approximate population and population densities for 1998. 
 
Table V: Estimated population density of the districts 

immediately around Chashma 
 

District Population 
1981 

Population density 
persons/sq. km 

1981 

Estimated 1998 
population density 

persons/sq. km 

Attok 1,144,000 116.9 188 
Chakwal 368,000 140.4 226 
Bannu 711,000 161.9 260 
D. I. Khan 635,000 70.6 113 
Kohat 358,000 140.7 226 
Karak 214,000 63.4 102 
Bhakhar 666,000 81.7 131 
Khushab 646,000 98.9 159 
Mianwali 1,377,000 98.4 158 
 
It can be seen that the immediate areas around Chashma have a 
substantially lower population density than the more fertile areas 
of central Punjab which are at distances greater than about 100 
kilometers and have a population density somewhat greater than 
500 persons per square kilometer.  
 
However, this low average population density conceals areas of 
much higher density. It has been reported that very close to the 
Chashma site is a settlement of a few thousand inhabitants, who 
are mainly working in the PAEC facilities in the region, and about 
7 km from the site there is the town of Kundian with around 
25,000 inhabitants.207 Then there is Mianwali city, 30 km or so 
from the site. There are also Afghan refugee camps in Mianwali 
district.208 The population in this in the area may grow 
significantly faster than the national average over the life-time of 
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the Chashma reactor, especially if the proposed large 
hydroelectric and irrigation dam is built at Kalabagh, about 40 km 
north of Mianwali.209 
 
For the purposes of the calculation, the population density is 
assumed to be 500 persons per square kilometer. This estimate 
reflects the existing population density in the more populous areas 
to the east of Chashma, and allows for the roughly 2.5% per 
annum rate of growth of Pakistan’s population which will lead to 
a more than doubling of the total population over the reactor’s 
planned lifetime.    
 
The other significant feature of the Pakistani population is that a 
very large fraction of it is quite young. The high rate of population 
growth has meant that about 54% of the population is now below 
the age of 19 while 32% is under the age of 10.210 This young 
population assumes significance because there is good evidence 
that the age at which exposure to radiation takes place can 
influence the potential health effects. It is well known that 
children are particularly susceptible to thyroid cancer, while 
young women exposed to radiation, especially those under 20 
years of age, are at a significantly higher risk of breast cancer than 
older women.211 
 
Planning for nuclear accidents and the capacity to promptly 
evacuate large numbers of people from the areas around a nuclear 
reactor accident site can go some way to reducing the effects on 
public health. However, as shown earlier the cloud of 
radioactivity will travel hundreds of kilometers and evacuation to 
that distance is impractical.  
 
In the case of Pakistan, any planned evacuation may be unlikely. 
This is consistent with the fact that there have been no large scale 
efforts at evacuation from communities bordering the rivers at the 
time of the major floods over the last few decades, despite the 
catastrophic nature of these floods. The 1992 floods, in which 
more than 2000 people died and 2 million were made homeless, 
had been tracked for over a week as part of that year’s monsoon. 
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When the rains began, river levels rose and embankments were 
breached, flooding thousands of villages but there was no 
organized evacuation.212 Similarly, the May 1999 cyclone, which 
affected 600,000 people in over 5000 villages on Pakistan's coast, 
killing almost 200 people and with several hundred persons 
missing and presumed dead, was followed as it approached 
landfall but there were no organized evacuations.213  
 
X Radiation doses and health effects from an 

accident 

The radiation dose received by the population from an accident at 
Chashma would be from direct inhalation of the radioactive 
aerosol, cloudshine and ground contamination. These can be 
estimated separately. While each organ in each person would be 
exposed separately the radiation doses can be usefully summed to 
give whole-body doses and theses doses can be further summed 
for the total exposed population. This simplifies the task of 
calculating the large scale consequences of the radiation exposure.    
 
The total population whole-body dose due to inhalation integrated 
out to a maximum distance R is:214 
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where p is average population density, b is the breathing rate in 
m3/s, and Fdc

(i)
 are the inhalation dose conversion factors taken 

separately for whole body, lungs and thyroid doses. λf  is Hvd/u. 
The dose, Dinh, is in units of person-rem. The person-rem is a unit 
of population radiation exposure that combines the population 
exposed with the biological effectiveness of the absorbed dose of 
radiation -- in rems.215    
 
As mentioned earlier, the average population density out to a 
distance R of 300 km from the site has been taken as 500 
persons/sq. km.  
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The breathing rate b is taken to be 2.3×10-4 m3 /s. This is the value 
used in the APS study. While estimates for breathing rates have 
changed since that study, the breathing rate for adults engaged in 

light activity is now given as 3.3×10-4 m3/s216, the average 

breathing rate for children is only about 1.4×10-4 m3/s, [taking an 

average of 1.1×10-4 m3/s for children from 1 to 9 years of age, and 

2×10-4 m3/s for children between 10-18 years old].217 Since in 
Pakistan about half the people are less than 18 years old, an 
average breathing rate for the total population would seem to be 

about 2.3×10-4 m3/s.  
 
The radiation exposures are converted to radiation doses using 
dose conversion factors Fdc

(i) from the 1995 guidelines of the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) -- 
the values are given in Appendix 6.218 It has been assumed, as is 
usual, that the aerosol particles are typically 1 micrometer in 
diameter -- i.e. that the activity median aerodynamic diameter is 1 
micrometer, and that uptake of these particles by the body is fast 
(classified as type F).219    

 
The external radiation doses experienced by people would result 
from being immersed in the cloud of radioactivity as it passes and 
from the contamination it deposits on the ground. The cloudshine 
dose (in person-rem) from each isotope in the cloud integrated out 
to a distance R is given by 
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where Cex are dose conversion coefficients obtained from the 
Federal Guidance Reports of the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA).220 fs is the shielding factor that allows 
for the fact that the population may not be directly exposed to the 
radiation, and following the APS study is taken as 0.33.  
 
The immediate ground dose (1 day exposure) in person-rem from 
each isotope after it has been deposited on the ground is given by  
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Here gex are the ground contamination dose conversion 

coefficients, and τ is measured in hours. The dose conversion 
coefficients are taken from the values given by the EPA.  
 
The deposited radionuclide aerosol particles will be bound to the 
soil, although some may be re-suspended. Most of the deposited 
nuclides will be relatively immobile, and remain restricted to the 
upper 5 centimeters or so of the soil. This allows the long term 
ground doses (i.e. over 50 years), except for Cesium, to be 
calculated using the same equation, but omitting the last factor in 
the expression. 
 
Calculation of the long term dose from the long-lived 137Cs 
isotope requires considering the behavior of Cesium in the soil, 
and in particular its migration down from the surface with time. 
The rate at which this movement occurs can vary significantly, 
depending on soil type, acidity, rainfall, and agricultural practices, 
and can take place at rates of a few millimeters per year to over a 
cm a year.221 This burial adds to the reduction in the dose at the 
surface with time after the initial contamination with cesium. 
Following APS this burial can be roughly described as an 
exponential functional of time.    
 
The long term ground dose from deposited Cesium is calculated 
using:222 
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The factor 11.3×104 results from the time integration of an 
empirical double exponential time-decay function for Cs. Fdc

(g) are 
the respective dose coefficients for exposure to radioactivity 
deposited on the ground and are taken from US Environmental 
Protection Agency guidelines and are given in Appendix 5.223  
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The dose coefficient is taken as the sum of the effective dose 
coefficient and the skin dose coefficient given in the EPA 
guidelines, rather than just the effective dose coefficient, since the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection now 
includes skin in its definition of the effective dose.224  
 
In all the calculations, the shielding factor fs has been given a 
value of 0.33, the population density p taken as 500 persons/km2 

and the effects evaluated out to a distance R of 300 km. 
 
The calculated doses (in million person-rem) for each isotope are 
listed in Appendix 7. The results for the total doses received by 
inhalation, cloudshine and ground contamination summed over all 
isotopes are given in Table V below. The total dose from ground 
contamination is almost 17 million person-rem.  

 
Table VI: Total integrated doses up to a distance of 

300 km from Chashma 
 

Source Dose  
(million person-rem)  

whole body inhalation 6.20 
inhalation (30 days) dose to lungs 6.97 
cloud shine 0.26 
ground contamination (1 day) 1.74 
ground contamination (50 years) 16.92 

 
It is important to reiterate that these estimates are not the total 
doses that would result from the radionuclides released in an 
accident of the scale assumed here. The radionuclides would 
travel much further than the 300 km assumed in these 
calculations, and lead to radiation doses to people and 
contamination of the ground at these larger distances. There has 
also been no calculation of the radiation doses that would result 
from ingestion of radioactively contaminated food or water. This 
would be particularly serious in areas closer to the reactor site.  
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XI Thyroid doses and children 

The effects of radiation can be particularly significant for 
children. For example, in the 1930s and 1940s a large number of 
children were subject to radiation therapy to treat enlarged thymus 
glands. The incidence of thyroid cancer was 37 times greater in 
children who had been irradiated compared to their siblings who 
had no radiation treatment.225 In the aftermath of the Chernobyl 
accident, the incidence of thyroid cancer among children in the 
affected areas of Belarus and Ukraine was 200 times the rate prior 
to the accident.226 The thyroid gland, located below the Adam’s 
apple in the neck, uses iodine to produce hormones that help 
regulate the pulse, blood  pressure, body temperature and is 
particularly important in child development.  
 
To estimate the incidence of thyroid cancer following an accident 
at Chashma, ICRP dose conversion factors and breathing rates for 
children have been assumed.227 The dose coefficients for five age 
groups (3 months, 1 year, 5 years, 10 years and 15 years) were 
linearly averaged to get dose coefficients for children up to the 
age of 15 years. The breathing rates for children were averaged to 

2×10-4 m3/s and for adults, the value of 4×10-4 m3/s. This amounts 
to assuming that the population was awake and engaged in what is 
described as light exercise.     
 
According to the 1981 census, about 44% of Pakistan's population 
were under the age of 15 years.228 For the year 2000, the 
population of Pakistan under the age of fifteen has been projected 
as 41.8% of the total (with 55.0% between 15 and 56 years old, 
and 3.2% over the age of 65).229 A preliminary report from the 
1998 census indicates that in one semi-urban district, with a total 
population of almost 1 million, 45% of the population is below 15 
years of age.230 It is assumed for the purposes of calculation that 
40% of the population is in this age group.  
 
The estimated thyroid dose to the population due to inhalation of 
the passing radioactive aerosol is given in Appendix 8. Iodine 
isotopes are the most important contribution, but there is also a 
non-negligible contribution from Technetium isotopes.  
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The total thyroid dose to children up to 15 years of age is 140 
million person-rem, while the total thyroid dose to adults (i.e. 
population over the age of 15 years) is 74 million person-rem. 
 
XII Cancer incidence 

The health effects of exposure to radiation are difficult to judge 
accurately, as is clear from the variation among the cancer risk 
models that have been developed.231 However, it is widely agreed 
that the most significant long term effect from exposure to low 
doses of radiation will be an increase in the risk of cancer among 
those exposed. This risk is highly variable; for instance, the risk to 
children is about twice that for adults. The number of people who 
would get cancer following a radiation dose may be significantly 
higher than those who die; the number depends on the particular 
organ that becomes cancerous and the proportion of such cancers 
that can usually be successfully treated. The fraction of cancers at 
a particular site that are fatal varies from 99% lethality for  acute 
leukemia, 95% for lung cancer, 50% for breast cancer and 10% 
for thyroid cancer.232  
 
There are also problems in transferring the estimated risk of 
cancer based on a study of one population to determining the risk 
to another different population, especially since the background 
incidence of cancer and the rate of particular kinds of cancers vary 
between populations. The mortality rates from radiation exposure 
for most ordinary people in a third world country may be higher 
than for people in developed countries simply because the quality 
of medical treatment may not be as high, or care may too 
expensive for them to afford or simply not available. Poverty and 
the long term effects of poor nutrition may further increase the 
risk. About 20% of Pakistan’s urban population and 30% of its 
rural population (which makes up about 60% of the total 
population) are classed as poor on the basis of not being able to 
meet the Recommended Daily Allowance of calories for adults 
(2,550 calories).233 At the same time, the poor having lower life 
expectancies may die from other causes before they contract 
cancer or die from it. None of these effects are included in the 
estimates given below. 
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In 1990 the US National Research Council's Committee on the 
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (known as BEIR V) 
considered the possible rate of cancer deaths from radiation 
exposure for the US population. Following a single exposure 
equivalent to 10 rem it was estimated about 800 people would die 
per 100,000 people exposed (i.e. 800 deaths per million person-
rem), while for an exposure of 0.1 rem/year for a lifetime (as 
would be the case for example from ground contamination) it 
would be about 550 deaths.234 A more recent US Environmental 
Protection Agency estimate is that the rate could be 972 fatal 
cancers per million person-rem, while at low doses and low dose 
rates this could be 509 deaths.235 These fatalities are a fraction of 
the significantly larger number of people who would get cancer. It 
has been estimated that for the US population about 70% of all 
cancers induced by whole body irradiation may be non-fatal.236 
 
Despite the limitations of transferring such cancer risk models, 
which depend on the specific age distribution of the population, 
the rate of death from different causes, and cancer mortality rates, 
these models make it possible to get at least a preliminary 
estimate of the cancer deaths that may result from the whole body 
exposures following an accident at Chashma.  
 
The calculations of the radiation doses received following a 
hypothetical accident at Chashma suggested:  
1. Total thyroid dose to children up to 15 years of 140 million 

person-rem 
2. Total thyroid dose to adults of 73 million person-rem 
3. Total whole body inhalation dose of 6.2 million person-rem  
4. Total lung inhalation (30 days) dose of 6.97 million person-

rem  
5. Total dose from cloudshine of 0.26 million person-rem  
6. Total dose from ground contamination (1 day)  of 1.74 

million person-rem  
Total long term dose from ground contamination is 16.92 
million person-rem  
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The total long term whole body radiation dose is simply the sum 
of the whole body inhalation dose (6.2 million person-rem), the 
cloudshine dose (0.26 million person-rem) and the long-term 
ground dose (16.92 million person-rem), in other words 23.38 
million person-rem. Using the values for the number of deaths per 
million person-rem cited above would imply roughly between 
12,000- 23,000 cancer deaths from the whole body dose. This 
would imply that the number of cancer deaths arrived at above 
may be only one-third of the total cancer cases, which would be of 
the order of 36,000-69,000.      
 
The incidence of thyroid cancer following inhalation of the 
radioactive aerosol by children (below about 15 years of age) can 
be estimated assuming that the risk of development of thyroid 
cancer during a person's life after exposure (taken here to last 50 
years after the exposure) is 125 per million person-rem.237 For the 
total thyroid dose to children of 140 million person-rem calculated 
earlier, this would suggest that there may be 17,500 cases of 
thyroid cancer. It is normally assumed that 10% of the malignant 
thyroid cancers may eventually be fatal, which would suggest 
there may be over 1700 deaths.  
 
These cases will begin to appear typically after the children have 
passed through puberty, and female children may be two or three 
times more susceptible than males to this cancer.238 As mentioned 
earlier, the incidence of thyroid cancer among children in the 
areas of Belarus and Ukraine affected by radiation from 
Chernobyl was 200 times the rate prior to the accident.239 By 
1995, there were more than 800 diagnosed cases of child thyroid 
cancer mainly in Belarus.240 It has been suggested that as many as 
10% of the young children in the areas most exposed by 
Chernobyl may eventually contract thyroid cancer.241 
 
For adults (greater than about 15 years of age), the risk of thyroid 
cancer can be taken to be about 25 per million person-rem.242 This 
would suggest that for a dose of 73 million person-rem there 
would be about 1800 cases of thyroid cancer, of which almost 180 
would be fatal.  
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These estimates may be very conservative. It has been proposed 
that the risk of thyroid cancer could be significantly higher, 
ranging from 100-600 thyroid cancers per million person-rem -- 
of which one-quarter would be malignant.243 If this were to be the 
case, the incidence of thyroid cancer among children could be as 
high as 84,000 cases, with 21,000 being malignant, and leading to 
as many as 8,400 deaths. For adults, there could be as many as 
11,000 malignant thyroid cancers and possibly over 1,000 deaths.  
 
Even this value may underestimate somewhat the consequences. 
There have been suggestions that widespread iodine deficiency 
among children in Belarus may have contributed to the high 
incidence of thyroid cancer following the Chernobyl accident.244 
There is widespread iodine deficiency in Pakistan, with perhaps 
65 million people (half the population) affected by iodine 
deficiency disorder.245 This includes a large proportion, perhaps a 
half, of all children.246  
 
The radiation dose to the lungs from inhalation has been estimated 
to lead to about 72 deaths per million person-rem.247 For 
Chashma, this would suggest about 500 deaths from lung cancer.   
 
The results are summarized in Table VII.  
  
Table VII: Estimated cancer deaths from radiation 

exposure 
 
 Deaths  

whole-body 12,000 - 23,000 
thyroid (children) 1,700 - 8,400 
thyroid adult 180 - 1,000 
Lung 500 

 
For comparison, after the Chernobyl accident it was estimated 
there would be about 6,600 cancer deaths among the population 
living in the areas of Belarus, Ukraine and Russia most 
contaminated by the accident -- 326,000 of whom were evacuated 
after the accident.248 Other estimates suggest there may be 
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eventually 2,000 to 40,000 thyroid tumor cases, as well as 3,500-
70,000 cancer cases, of which half may be fatal, from the whole 
body doses produced by Cesium contamination.249  
 
XIII Environmental effects  

Radioactivity deposited on the ground would make certain areas 
unfit for safe habitation and cultivation. In the short term, iodine 
poses the greatest risk for both occupation and cultivation over the 
largest distances and the largest areas. The long term contamination 
is from Cesium-137, Cesium-134 and Strontium-90.  
 
There have been two large releases of radioactivity that led to 
evacuation of potentially affected populations. After the 
Chernobyl accident, large areas were contaminated mainly by 
Cesium-137 and a ground contamination level by this 
radionuclide of about 15 microcuries/m2 was used as the criterion 
for temporary relocation of the population and 40 microcuries/m2 
as the intervention criterion for permanent resettlement of 
population.250 At Chernobyl, a 30 km exclusion zone was set up 
from which everyone was evacuated, and people may never be 
allowed to return.251 The second accident was the explosion of a 
tank containing radioactive waste from a Soviet reprocessing 
plant at Chelayabinsk-65 in the southern Urals (the "Kyshtym 
disaster") on 29 September 1957; 20 megacuries of radioactivity 
were released into the environment and areas contaminated with 
greater than 2 microcuries/m2 of Strontium-90 were evacuated.252  
 
The wedge model gives the ground contamination at large 
distances following a release of radioactivity as 

)()( rvr d χσ = curies/m2 for each isotope as a function of 

distance. This will be the contamination from the initial 
deposition. The dose from each isotope was calculated out to the 
distance at which the dose was equal to the thresholds for 
occupation and cultivation. The area that would be contaminated 
above these thresholds is the area under the wedge up to the 

respective distances. [For θ =0.25 radian, this area is (1/8)*R
2].  
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Ground contamination from Cesium-137 will reach the level used 
as the criterion for permanent evacuation after Chernobyl (40 
microcuries/m2) at a distance of 26 km from the reactor, and for 
temporary evacuation (15 microcuries/m2) at a distance of about 
70 km. The ground contamination from Strontium-90 will fall 
below the criterion used at Chelyabinsk for evacuation (2 
microcuries/m2) at a distance of 54 km. At these distances, if the 
direction of the wind were to be towards the northeast, Mianwali 
city and its surrounding areas would have to be evacuated, and the 
evacuation would have to extend  as far as Kalabagh. If the wind 
were to be towards the west, the nuclear reactor at Khushab 
(about 80 km away) and surrounding areas might have to be 
evacuated. If the wind were to be towards the southwest, the city 
of Dera Ismail Khan and its surrounding areas would have to be 
evacuated.  
 
The corresponding total areas that would need to be evacuated 
permanently because of long term contamination by Cesium-137 
is about 85 km2, and temporary resettlement would have to cover 
an area of 612 km2. The area that would have to be evacuated 
because of Strontium contamination would be about 365 km2. 
 
This radioactive contamination would affect agricultural 
production in these areas. Certain isotopes concentrate in grass, 
grains, vegetables and fruits and also milk dairy product and meat. 
These concentrations are typically greater than are actually 
deposited on the ground. The population in many areas of Punjab 
is largely rural with people dependent on agriculture for their 
livelihood. The loss of agricultural land would mean large scale 
long term displacement of these people.  
 
XIV Effects on the irrigation and groundwater system  

The Chashma reactor is close to the river Indus. The reactor is 
described as drawing its cooling water from Chashma-Jhelum 
Link Canal. Under normal circumstances most of the water in the 
Chashma Barrage reservoir would flow through Chashma Barrage 
and continue down the Indus, and a small fraction would be 
diverted into the Chashma-Jhelum Link Canal, which connects the 
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Indus River to the Jhelum River, and into another much smaller, 
older canal, the Paharpur, which also takes water from the 
Barrage to irrigate land to the west of the Indus. The Barrage is 
designed to have a maximum discharge of 848 billion m3 per year, 
while the Chashma-Jhelum Link Canal is described as a 100 km 
long, 4m deep and 100m wide, unlined canal.253  
 
Chashma Barrage has created a reservoir on the Indus, with a 
surface area of 356 square kilometers.254 This large water body is 
a few kilometers north from Chashma Nuclear Power Plant. In the 
event of the radioactive plume from Chashma passing over this 
reservoir its surface will receive the fall out. From satellite 
pictures, we assume that the reservoir is about 30 km long  and 12 
km wide and for the purposes of calculation assume that the 
distance between the reactor and the lake is 10 km. The reactor is 
actually closer, perhaps only 3 km from the Barrage.  
 
Within the wedge model of atmospheric dispersion, the amount of 
radioactivity falling on the surface under the wedge from a 
distance ri to rf is given by: 
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The amount of radioactivity from each of the isotopes falling on 
the water surface is given in Appendix 9. The total deposition on 
the water body is estimated to be 2.82 megacuries. If the reactor is 
closer to the lake, the deposition on it may be greater; however the 
wedge model may not be particularly suitable for making a 
reliable estimate at distances this close to the reactor.  
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The deposition of radioactivity from an atmospheric plume onto a 
water body and its subsequent settling as sediments were observed 
at Chernobyl. The accident led to almost 0.2 megacuries of 
radioactivity being deposited onto the 22 km2 surface of the 
cooling water reservoir serving the reactor; the distribution of 
some of these deposited isotopes is shown in Table VII below.255    
    
Table VII: Estimated distribution of some radionuclides 

following deposition onto the cooling pond at 
Chernobyl 

 activity in sediment 
(curies) 

activity in water 
(curies) 

Cesium 2970 (±1300) 1620 (±810) 
Iodine 810 (±270) 6750 (±1620) 
Strontium 1350 (±540) 162 (±108) 

 
The deposition onto water near the site created significant 
problems at Chernobyl.256 To prevent the contaminated water 
from this cooling pond getting into the nearby river through the 
groundwater, a 30 meter wall was built into the ground. To stop 
the spread downstream of radioactive sediments, formed directly 
on the rivers from radionuclide deposition, underwater dams with 
a deep groove in front of them were constructed across the rivers. 
In one case the dam was 450 m long while the groove was 100 m 
wide and 16 m deep. It was these and other emergency measures 
which took months, and in some cases years to construct, and 
required some 800,000 workers. These emergency workers, half 
of whom were from the Soviet armed forces, became known as 
"liquidators." They were all exposed to radiation, but there is little 
reliable data on the exposures.257   
        
In the event of an accident at Chashma depositing radioactivity 
onto the lake behind the Barrage, the water could feasibly be 
prevented from continuing down the Indus. Chashma Barrage has 
electrically operated gates in its sluices. However, this would soon 
lead to flooding as the Indus water level increased above the 
Barrage height, or simply went around the Barrage. Flooding 
would re-suspend sediments and deliver them to the land surface, 
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where they would add to the contamination produced by 
deposition from the cloud. Measurements of ground 
contamination in the Netherlands after the Chernobyl accident 
show clearly that in areas that are prone to flooding the activity of 
Cesium more than doubled after water containing radioactive 
sediments inundated the area.258  
 
In the case of Chashma, contaminated water would in any case 
continue to pass into the canals which siphon off water before it 
reaches the Barrage gates. There would presumably be deposition 
of radioactivity from the water onto the base and walls of the 
canals. The absence of a lining to the canals increases the rate at 
which radioactivity would be able to migrate through the canal 
base and walls and into the groundwater, which is close the 
surface.   
 
It is not just surface water that would be contaminated. The 
Chashma containment building has an internal diameter of 36 m, a 
thickness of 1 m and a total height of 60 m and it is lined with a 6 
mm steel liner. The reactor pressure vessel rests on a 5.65 m thick 
concrete foundation mat.259 In the event of a core meltdown the 
molten fuel, at temperatures possibly in excess of 2000 K, will 
attack the concrete and sink into and pass through it. Studies 
suggest that a molten reactor core will reach thermal equilibrium 
with the surrounding soil once it has penetrated no more than 
perhaps 3 m, and that the radionuclides would then migrate at 
about 3 m per year through the earth.260  
 
At Chashma, even if the molten core solidifies at a depth of 3 m it 
could reach the watertable, since the groundwater may be at most 
a few meters below the foundations of the reactor. If the water 
table is presently more than 3 m below the concrete mat that 
serves as the reactor's foundation it may not remain so for the 
lifetime of the reactor. The water table has been rising in many 
areas of Pakistan, in part because up to 50% of the water in the 
mostly unlined canals is lost as seepage into the ground.261 Once 
in the groundwater, the radionuclides may travel faster than 3 
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m/year. Recent measurements at the site suggest the ground water 
velocity may about 5 cm/day or about 18 m/year.262  
 

At Chernobyl, it has been estimated that leaching from the 
remaining fuel mass may become larger with time, and that 
Strontium-90 may contaminate drinking water in the area for the 
next 10-100 years.263 
 
It is not just soluble radionuclides that may be mobilized and 
transported large distances underground. A study of the Nevada 
nuclear weapons test site has identified submicrometer sized 
plutonium colloid particles that had been produced during and 
after a 1968 underground nuclear test and subsequently 
transported by groundwater at a rate of 42 m/year, over a distance 
of 1.3 km.264 Other radionuclides that form such colloids include 
Cesium and Strontium.  
 
These rates of movement of radioactive contamination through 
the ground and groundwater assume that the speed is limited by 
the bulk properties of the soil. The presence of a major fault close 
to the reactor and possibly directly beneath it could increase the 
rate of transport of any contaminated groundwater. A fault may 
act as a vertical channel of high permeability that would allow 
contaminants to reach deep underground and may also allow 
contaminants to move large horizontal distances. If the 
radionuclides reached the fault identified as lying close to 
Chashma then they may be able to affect ground water as far as 
100 km away from the site.    
   
XV Conclusions  

The Chashma nuclear power plant is scheduled to begin operating 
in spring of 2000. There has been no public environmental impact 
assessment of the project, despite the legal requirement imposed 
by Pakistan's 1983 Environmental Protection Ordinance and the 
subsequent Environmental Protection Act of 1997.  
 
The limited available information about the Chashma site 
suggests that there are reasons for concern about its suitability as a 
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location for a nuclear reactor. An independent study of the 
seismology and geology of the Chashma prepared for PAEC 
identified the seismic risk at the site to be "severe", and suggested 
that there was a possibility of a very large earthquake on a fault 
within 10 km, and possibly even closer, of the site.  
 
Located on the banks of the Indus, the reactor is not build on hard 
rock foundations but on a concrete raft that sits in the sand 
deposited over the years by the river. The soft and wet sand raises 
the further danger that even moderate sized earthquakes may 
generate liquefaction, significantly increasing the ground motions. 
An additional factor may be a local increase in the severity of 
these motions by the presence of water in the sediments.  
 
All of the above factors would appear to violate the guidelines for 
siting nuclear power plants currently in use in the United States.  
 
There may be problems with the design of Chashma also. The 
initial Chashma design was based an a Chinese prototype that was 
in turn based on adaptation of an earlier, possibly incomplete, 
Westinghouse reactor design. Problems with this initial Chashma 
design are suggested by the changes made in it by PAEC and the 
further changes recommended by the IAEA. There may have been 
disputes over the former changes, and it appears not all of the 
latter recommendations were adopted. Through these processes, 
the design may have evolved into a hybrid that is not as safe as it 
could be.  
 
The accident in 1998 at the Chinese prototype reactor for 
Chashma showed that there may be significant limitations in its 
design and that the Chinese nuclear industry were unable to deal 
with problems at their own reactor. The Western company called 
in to do the repairs had to redesign components that were found to 
have been too weak to withstand the normal operation of the 
plant. Such assistance would not be available to Pakistan.    
   
The components used in Chashma may have reliability problems. 
China relied on imported components for Qinshan-1, including 
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those most critical for reactor safety such as the pressure vessel, 
primary coolant pumps and the control system. For Chashma all 
these components were the first of their kind to be manufactured 
by China. International nuclear industry sources have questioned 
China’s capability to manufacture these components to the 
exacting quality standards required for safety and reliability and 
there is evidence that China had problems. These doubts may 
explain why China continues to rely on importing  nuclear power 
plants and their components. It is noteworthy that, citing the high 
cost of nuclear electricity, China has recently announced its 
nuclear power plans have been frozen for the next several 
years.265 
  
PAEC has a history of difficulties with reliably and safely 
operating a nuclear power plant. KANUPP, Pakistan's only 
working nuclear power plant, is among the worst performing 
nuclear power plants in the world. The fact that it is kept 
operating despite its poor performance, its age and other 
problems, suggests a willingness to take risks with safety on the 
part of PAEC.       
   
An accident at Chashma that led to a meltdown of the core would 
release large amounts of radiation to the environment. A simple 
model of the consequences suggests that in the long term over 
distances of about 300 km there may be 12,000-23,000 cancer 
deaths, and perhaps three times as many cases of cancer. There 
may over 8,000 deaths from thyroid cancer following the 
exposure of children to the radiation released, and 1,000 deaths 
among exposed adults.     
 
Some countries have responded to the concerns this raises about 
the possible effects of future reactor accidents involving the 
release of radioactive iodine by introducing precautionary 
measures. One measure is to provide potassium iodide tablets, 
which saturates the thyroid gland with a stable isotope of iodine 
and so prevents the uptake of any radioactive iodine that may 
have been released from a reactor accident. In Poland, 10.5 
million children and 7 million adults were given potassium iodide 
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after the Chernobyl accident. Britain has subsequently decided to 
stock potassium iodide in schools, police stations and other 
locations near nuclear power plants, while France has a program 
of distributing potassium iodide tablets to people living within a 
distance of 10 km from 24 nuclear installations – including its 20 
nuclear power plants. The World Health Organization has 
recommended that all school children in Europe have immediate 
access to potassium iodide in the event of a nuclear accident, 
irrespective of distance from a nuclear facility.266 Pakistan should 
consider similar measures.  
 
Significant areas extending to 70 km from the nuclear power plant 
would have to be evacuated in case of an accident because of the 
high levels of contamination. Surface and groundwater could be 
contaminated perhaps to distances of 100 km.   
 
It would appear therefore that Pakistan risks a possible 
environmental and public health catastrophe with the Chashma 
nuclear power plant. The limited public information on the 
location, the reactor design, the reliability of the components, and 
the implications of the design failures revealed by the Qinshan-1 
accident suggest that the Chashma reactor should not be permitted 
to begin operating until there has been a full independent, expert 
review and environmental impact assessment of the project. 
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Map 1: Possible sites for nuclear power plants 
identified by PAEC in the 1975 Nuclear 
Power Planning Study 

 
Source: Nuclear Power Planning Study for Pakistan, International 

Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1975, p. 23.  
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Map 2: Map of Pakistan showing the Chashma site 
and major cities 

Source: The Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection, University 
of Texas at Austin 

 
Chashma is marked by ● 

http://www.lib.utexas.edu/Libs/PCL/Map_collection/pakistan.html. 
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Map 3: The Chashma site and its surroundings  

Source: US National Imagery and Mapping Agency, Tactical Pilotage 
Chart TPC-G-6C, edition 3, 1992. 

 
The resolution is 1: 500,000 (1 cm is equal to 5 km) 
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Map 4: The epicenters of earthquakes within 
Pakistan recorded between 1905-1972 and 
the inferred active faults  

Source: M. A. Ahmad, Earthquake maps of Pakistan, Geological 
Survey of Pakistan, Quetta, 1974.  
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Map 5: Active faults and lineaments in Pakistan 
inferred from aerial photographs, Landsat 
images and seismological data  

Source : A.H. Kazmi, Active fault systems of Pakistan, in 
Geodynamics of Pakistan, A. Farah and K. A. 
DeJong, editors, Geological Survey of Pakistan, 
Quetta, 1979, p. 286.   

 
Lineaments may represent the surface expression of deep-seated 
fractures and faults. 
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Map 6: Earthquake epicenters from the Tarbela dam 
seismic network  1974-1975  

Source: L. Seeber, J. Armbruster, K. H. Jacob, Seismotectonic 
study in the vicinity of the Chashma nuclear power plant 
site, Pakistan, Report No. 3, Lamont-Doherty Geological 
Observatory of Columbia University, April 1977, figure 7. 

 
Earthquake locations and magnitudes recorded by the Tarbela Dam 
seismic network between June 1974 and July 1975 at distances greater 
than 100 km from Tarbela (marked by the large circle). 
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Map 7: Earthquake epicenters from the Chashma 
and Tarbela seismic networks 

Source: L. Seeber and J. Armbruster, Seismicity of Hazara arc: 
decollement vs. basement faulting, in Geodynamics of 
Pakistan, A. Farah and K. A. DeJong, editors, Geological 
Survey of Pakistan, Quetta, 1979, p. 133. 

 
The Chashma data is for May-November 1976 and the Tarbela data for 
February-August 1976.  
The size of the circles represents earthquake magnitudes. 
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Map 8: Areas affected by floods in Pakistan in 1992  

Source: S. Herath and B. Bhatti, Pakistan floods September 
'92, International Center for Disaster-Mitigation 
Engineering Newsletter, Vol. 1, no. 2, 1992. 

http://incede.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/default.html  
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Appendix 1 
 
 
A comparison of Chashma and Qinshan-1 

The column for Qinshan contains only the numbers that differ 
from those for Chashma. The blank columns should be read as 
having the same values as for Chashma. 

 
 Chashma Qinshan 1 

CORE   
Height (m)    2.9  
Diameter (m) 2.486  
Fuel inventory (t) 35.917 40.746 
# assemblies 121  
rod pitch (cm) 1.33  
assembly pitch (cm) 20.03  
peak power rating (kW/l) 191.43 206.9 
average power rating (kW/l) 70.9 68.6 /l 
expected burnup (MWd/tHM) 30000 24000 
peak assembly discharge burn up (MWd/tHM) 39500 37000 
# cycles to full burnup 3 --- 
REACTOR VESSEL   
vessel material SA 508 111  
shape cylinder  
wall thickness (mm) 175  
clad thickness (mm) 4 6 
height (m) 10.7  
inner diameter (m) 3.374 3.732 
max overall RPV diameter (m) 5.596  
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE   
containment design pressure (kg/sq cm) 2.65  
containment type steel concrete --- 
inside diameter (m) 36  
thickness (m) 1  
total height (m) 57  
containment lining (mm) 6, steel  
foundation raft under the reactor PV (m) 5.65  
FUEL   
fuel material UO2  
enrichment of initial core 2.4 /2.67 /3.0 %  
enrichment of reloads 3.4 % 3.0 % 
fuel form pellet  
# rods per assembly 204  
geometry 15×15  

pin height (mm) 3210 3200 
pin outside diameter (mm) 10  
pellet height (mm) 10  
pellet outside diameter (mm) 8.43  
average linear fuel rating (kW/m) 13.59 13.50 
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peak linear fuel rating (kW/m) 36.69 40.7 
maximum clad temperature (C) 345.7 404 
maximum centre line temperature (C) 1806 1881 
clad material zircaloy 4  
clad thickness (mm) 0.7  
COOLANT   
coolant material H2O  
weight in primary circuit (t) 142 165 
inlet temperature (C) 288.5 288.8 
outlet temperature (C) 315.5 315.2 
pressure (kg/sq. cm) 155  
# primary pumps 2  
total mass flow (t/hr) 24000  
# loops  2  
steam generator tube material incoloy 800  
Secondary cooling water from canal (m3/s) 25  

MODERATOR   
moderator material H2O --- 
form liquid --- 
weight (t) 57 --- 
average temperature at full load (C) 302 --- 
CONTROL RODS   
# coarse rods 420 37 
#fine rods --- 21 
# safety rods 320 16 
rod material Ag-In-Cd  
other systems boron dilution CS 
burnable poison borated glass GG-17 
control rod drives --- 37 
axial or radial shuffling radial ---- 
shutdown period (days) 30 60 
shutdown frequency (months) 12  
fuel loading (t/y) 11.87 13.469 
fraction of core reloaded each cycle 33.3 %  
SPENT FUEL   
amount of spent fuel in fuel pool (1994) (tHM) --- 30 
original capacity of pool (tHM) 220 1026 
TURBINES   
# turbine 1  
speed (rev /m) 3000  
rating (MWe) 325 310 
stop valve pressure (kg/sq. cm) 53.4 54.5 
stop valve temperature (C) 268.3 268.1 
POWER GENERATION   
gross electric power output (MWe) 325 --- 
estimated net electric power output (MWe) 300 --- 
thermal power (MWth) 998.6 --- 
Plant life-span 40 years (70% 

av. plant factor) 
--- 

Source: Nuclear Engineering International, World Nuclear Industry 
Handbook, 1994 and 1997 
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Appendix 2 
 
 
Earthquakes with epicenters within 100 km of the 
Chashma site 

 
Year Depth (km) Magnitude Distance (km) 

1973  26 4.60  94 
1976   33     -- 29 
1978   33           -- 38 
1981   57 4.60  32 
1982   33 5.20  94 
1983 33 3.50 87 
1984 33 -- 99 
1985 33 -- 97 
1985   93 4.70  95 
1987   33   -- 67 
1987   33 3.70  56 
1989   33 4.70  37 
1990   33 4.40  56 
1990 33 4.10 75 
1991   33 4.40  93 
1991 33 4.30 78 
1992    33 3.80  97 
1992 33 4.60 95 
1992   33 4.90  91 
1992   33   4.40 96 
1992 33 3.90 66 
1993   72 4.60  35 
1993   33 4.70  99 
1996   33 4.70   84 

Source: United States Geological Survey National Earthquake 
Information Centre, Earthquake Database, September 
1999. 

 
The Chashma site is assumed to be at 32.433N, 71.433E, and the 
magnitude is the body-wave magnitude 
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Appendix 3 
 
 
Estimated radioactive inventory at time of accident and 
the fraction and total amounts of radionuclides 
assumed released from the Chashma reactor  

 
Isotope Half life  

(days) 
Chashma 
inventory at 
equilibrium 
(Megacuries) 

Fraction of 
core 
inventory 
assumed 
released 

Chashma 
Release to 
atmosphere 
(Megacuries) 

NOBLE GASES   0.9  
Kr-85 10.76 (y) 0.18  0.162 
Kr-85* .18 7.88  7.1 
Kr-87 .053 15.76  14.2 
Kr-88 .116 23.03  20.7 
Xe-133 5.3 51.51  46.36 
Xe-135 .38 7.88  7.1 

IODINES   0.7  
I-131 8.05 25.76  18.03 
I-132 .1 36.36  25.45 
I-133 .875 51.51  36.06 
I-134 .036 60.61  42.43 
I-135 .28 45.45  31.8 

TELLURIUMS   0.5  
Te-129 .048 8.48  2.54 
Te-129* 34.1 3.03  0 .91 
Te-131 1.25 4.54  1.36 
Te-132 3.25 36.36  10.9 
CESIUMS   0.3  
Cs-134 2 years 0.51  0.26 
Cs-136 12.9 1.82  0.91 
Cs-137 30 years 1.76  0.88 
VOLATILE OXIDES   0.02  
Mo-99 2.8 48.48  0.97 
Tc-99 0.25 42.42  0.85 
Ru-103 40 30.3  0.61 
Ru-105 0.18 17.57  0.35 
Ru-106 1 year 5.76  0.11 
Rh-105 1.5 17.57  0.35 
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ALKALINE 
EARTHS 

  0.06  

Ba-140 12.8 48.48  2.91 
Sr-89 50.6 33.33  2.0 
Sr-90 27.7 

years 
1.56  0.09 

Sr-91 0.4 39.39  2.36 

NON-VOLATILE 
OXIDES 

  0.004  

Y-90 2.7 1.58  0.006 
Y-91 59 42.42  0.17 
Zr-95 65.5 48.48  0.19 
Zr-97 0.7 48.48  0.19 
Nb-95 3.5 48.48  0.19 
La-140 1.66 48.48  0.19 
Ce-141 32.8 48.48  0.19 
Ce-143 1.37 45.45  0.18 
Ce-144 285 33.33  0.13 
Pr-143 13.6 45.45  0.18 
Nd-147 11 18.18  0.07 
Pm-147 2.65 

years 
5.15  0.02 

Pm-149 2.2 12.12  0.05 
Pu-238 86.4 

years 
0.03  0.00012 

Pu-239 24390 
years 

0.003  0.000012 

The total release from Chashma core into the atmosphere is 
estimated to be 973.4 Megacuries. 
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Appendix 4 
 
 
The time-integrated radioactivity χχχχ(r ) for each isotope 
at distances of 10, 100 and 1000 km from the reactor 
site 
 

Isotope Half life  
(days) 

Chashma 
Release to 
atmosphere 
(Megacuries) 

χ(10 km) 
curies-sec/m3 

χ(100km) 
curies-sec/m3 

χ(1000 km) 
curies-sec/m3 

Kr-85 10.76 (y) 0.162 9818 982 98 

Kr-85* .18 7.1 399497 20472 3 

Kr-87 .053 14.2 668713 6905 0.0 

Kr-88 .116 20.7 1117962 39618 0.1 

Xe-133 5.3 46.36 2802618 273970 21832 

Xe-135 .38 7.092 414840 30224 127 

I-131 8.05 18.03 1082681 99632 4338 

I-132 .1 25.45 1339198 37550 0.01 

I-133 .875 36.06 2136069 173891 2223 

I-134 .036 42.428 1760338 5811 0.0 

I-135 .28 31.8 1823535 110829 76 

Te-129 .048 2.54 116160 921 0.0 

Te-129* 34.1 .91 54359 5271 387 

Te-131 1.25 1.36 81300 7185 209 

Te-132 3.25 10.9 655903 61506 3233 

Cs-134 2 years .26 15710 1528 116 

Cs-136 12.9 .91 54928 5295 367 

Cs-137 30 years .88 53172 5174 394 

Mo-99 2.8 0.97 58331 5437 269 

Tc-99 0.25 0.85 48685 2927 2 

Ru-103 40 0.61 36846 3575 264 

Ru-105 0.18 0.35 19634 979 0.09 

Ru-106 1 year 0.11 6646 647 49 

Rh-105 1.5 0.35 20960 1882 64 

Ba-140 12.8 2.91 175646 16932 1173 

Sr-89 50.6 2.0 120813 11728 872 

Sr-90 27.7 
years 

.09 5438 529 40 

Sr-91 0.4 2.36 102080 490 0.0 

Y-90 2.7 .006 361 34 2 

Y-91 59 0.17 10270 997 74 
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Zr-95 65.5 0.19 11478 1115 83 

Zr-97 0.7 0.19 11263 923 13 

Nb-95 3.5 0.19 11437 1075 58 

La-140 1.66 0.19 11388 1031 38 

Ce-141 32.8 0.19 11476 1113 82 

Ce-143 1.37 0.18 10770 960 30 

Ce-144 285 0.13 7855 764 58 

Pr-143 13.6 0.18 10865 1048 73 

Nd-147 11 0.07 4224 407 28 

Pm-147 2.65 
years 

0.02 1208 118 9 

Pm-149 2.2 0.05 3003 277 12 

Pu-238 86.4 
years 

0.00012 6 0.6 0.04 

Pu-239 24390 
years 

0.000012 0.7 0.07 0.005 
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Appendix 5 
 
 

Population in selected cities and districts of the Punjab 
and North West Frontier Province in Pakistan (millions) 
and population density in the districts for 1998              
 
District Population 

in City 
Total in 
District 

District Area 
(km2) 

District 
population  
density per 
(km2) 

Lahore 5.063 6.213 1772 3506 
Faisalabad 1.977 5.341 9108 586 
Rawalpindi 1.406 3.352 5286 634 
Multan 1.182 1.970 10847 182 
Gujranwala 1.125 3.374 5988 563 
Peshawar 0.984 2.039 4001 509 
Sargodha 0.455 2.653 12367 214 
Sialkot 0.418 2.689 5353 502 
Bahawalpur 0.403 2.411 24830 97 
Jhang 0.292 2.804 8809 318 
Sheikhupura 0.272 3.230 5960 542 
Gujrat 0.250 1.842 5865 314 
Mardan 0.244 1.450 3137 462 
Kasur 0.241 2.347 3995 587 
Rahim Yar Khan 0.228 1.841 11880 163 
Sahiwal 0.207 1.821 10303 177 

Source: Provisional Results of Fifth Population and Housing 
Census Held in March 1998, Population Census 
Organisation, Statistics Division, Government of Pakistan, 
July 1998. 

 
The area of the districts in Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province 
is taken from the Handbook of Population Census Data, Population 
Census Organization, Islamabad, 1987.     
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Appendix 6 
 
 
The dose conversion factors used in calculating dose 
to population  

 
Dose conversion coefficients 

Inhalation External irradiation 

 
Isotope 

 
Half-life  

 
Radioactivity 
in the plume 
(106 curies) 

 
Deposition 
velocity 
(m/s) 

whole body 
(rem/m Ci) 

Lung  
(1 day)  
(rem/m Ci) 

Ground 
(rem/h)/ 
(Ci/m2) 

Cloud 
(rem/h)/ 
(Ci-s/m3) 

85Kr 10.76 y 0.162 0 0          0 10.7 0.05 
85Kr* 0.18 d 7.1 0 0          0 20.1 0.11 
87Kr 0.053 d 14.2 0 0          0 189.3 0.66 
88Kr 0.116 d 20.7 0 0          0 88.1 0.88 
133Xe 5.3 d 46.36 0 0          0 1.53 0.024 
135Xe 0.38 d 7.09 0 0          0 31 0.16 
131I 8.05 d 18.03 .005 27.4          8 13.6 0.18 
132I 0.1 d 25.45 .005 .38 4.6 129.7 1.00 
133I 0.875 d 36.06 .005 5.6 6.8 68.5 0.32 
134I 0.036 d 42.43 .005 .19 2.63 134 1.17 
135I 0.28 d 31.8 .005 1.23 6.81 84 0.07 
129Te* 34.1 d .9 .002 5.51 8.2 30.69 0.06 
129Te 0.048 d 1.36 .002 3.37 16.2 47.5 0.33 
131Te 1.25 d 10.9 .002 7.21 29.2 7 0.09 
134Cs 2 y .26 .002 41        67 49 0.63 
136Cs 12.9 d .91 .002 6.9 36.1 61.6 0.03 
137Cs 30 y .88 .002 30 43.3 3.66 0.03 
99Mo 2.8 d .97 .002 1.1 6.32 52 0.14 
99Tc* 0.25 d .85 .002 1.17 3.0 3.52 0.05 
103Ru 40 d .61 .002 2.7 10.5 14.4 0.19 
106Ru 1 y .11 .002 55.1 58.5 0.0 0.44 
140Ba 12.8 d 2.91 .002 4.07        15 28.3 0.12 
89Sr 50.6 d 2.0 .002 4.37 4.8 88.6 0.14 
90Sr 27.7 y .09 .002 91 8.55 1.87 0.03 
95Zr 65.5 d .19 .002 11.9        20 21.5 0.30 
95Nb 3.5 d .19 .002 2.92 12.54 22 0.30 
141Ce 32.8 d .19 .002 3.88 6.33 2.74 0.05 
143Ce 1.37 d .13 .002 168        48 0.62 0.01 
238Pu 86.4 y .0001 .002 429940  46250 0.14 0.0002 
239Pu 24390 y .000012 .002 469900  51800 0.054 0.0001 

Source: The inhalation coefficients are from the Annals of the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection: 
Age-dependent Doses to Members of the Public from 
Intake of Radionuclides: Part 4; Inhalation dose 
coefficients, Vol. 25, Nos. 3-4, 1995. 
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For external radiation, the coefficients are from US Environmental 
Protection Agency, External Exposure to Radionuclides in Air , Water 
and Soil, , Federal Guidance Report, No. 12, US EPA, Washington DC, 
1993 
 
The skin coefficients have been added the EPA effective dose to get the 
whole body dose, and extrathoracic airways have been added to the 
lungs. Only those isotopes are included which are common to both the 
APS study and the International Commission on Radiological Protection 
reports. 
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Appendix 7 
 
 
Radiation dose from Chashma  
 

Inhalation dose 
(106 person-rem) 

External dose 
(106 person-rem) 

 
 

Isotope 
Whole body Lungs (30 day) Cloud shine Ground (1 day) Ground (total) 

85Kr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
85Kr* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
87Kr 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
88Kr 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 
133Xe 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
135Xe 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
131I 3.24 0.94 0.02 0.18 1.57 
132I 0.02 0.20 0.04 0.07 0.07 
133I 1.10 1.33 0.06 0.97 1.42 
134I 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.02 
135I 0.14 0.79 0.01 0.32 0.33 
129Te 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.33 
129Te* 0.03 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.02 
131Te 0.53 2.15 0.01 0.02 0.08 
134Cs 0.08 0.12 0.00 0.00 3.23 
136Cs 0.04 0.23 0.01 0.02 0.25 
137Cs 0.19 0.27 0.00 0.00 5.26 
99Mo 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.05 
99Tc* 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
103Ru 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.12 
106Ru 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
140Ba 0.08 0.31 0.00 0.03 0.36 
89Sr 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.06 3.10 
90Sr 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.59 
95Zr 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.09 
95Nb 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
141Ce 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 
143Ce 0.16 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 
238Pu 0.31 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 
239Pu 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 6.2 6.97 0.26 1.74 16.92 

 

The inhalation coefficients are from the Annals of the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection: Age-dependent Doses to 
Members of the Public from Intake of Radionuclides: Part 4; Inhalation 
dose coefficients, Vol. 25, Nos. 3-4, 1995.  
 

The external cloud and ground dose coefficients are from US 
Environmental Protection Agency: External Exposure to Radionuclides 
In Air, Water and Soil, US EPA, Washington DC, 1993.   
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Appendix 8 
 
 
Thyroid doses 

 
Coefficients for  inhalation dose 
to thyroid  

(in rem/millicurie)267 

Thyroid dose  
(in million person-rem)  
 

 
 
 
Isotope children up to  

the age of  15 
years 

persons above the 
age of 15 years 

children up to  
the age of  15 
years 

persons 
above the 
age of 15 
years 

131I 3049 555 87.30 50.06 
132I 4 0.52 0.04 0.02 
133I 746 104 35.40 15.55 
134I 6.6 0.96 0.05 0.02 
135I 151 21.1 4.26 1.87 
129Te 115 15 0.18 0.07 
131Te 279 48 0.56 0.31 
132Te 658 93 11.74 5.23 
134Cs 24 23 0.01 0.03 
136Cs 11 3.7 0.02 0.02 
137Cs 17 16 0.03 0.08 
89Sr 2.95 0.67 0.010 0.007 
90Sr 11 2.2 0.002 0.001 
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Appendix 9 
 
 
Radionuclide deposition on the Chashma barrage water 
body 
 

Isotope Radionuclide deposition on the 
Chashma barrage water body 
(megacuries) 

131I 0.40 
132I 0.41 
133I 0.77 
134I 0.39 
135I 0.63 
129Te 0.008 
129Te* 0.001 
131Te 0.01 
134Cs 0.002 
136Cs 0.008 
137Cs 0.008 
99Mo 0.009 
99Tc* 0.007 
103Ru 0.006 
106Ru 0.001 
140Ba 0.002 
89Sr 0.002 
90Sr 0.0008 
95Zr 0.002 
95Nb 0.002 
141Ce 0.002 
143Ce 0.001 
238Pu 9.02E-07 
239Pu 1.08E-07 
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